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ation which the woe has pro - Blue Grass state 
than in ans
duced in that line of trade: - other tri the 
nation. However. the Eleventle.congressional Ills- Ivy addresses ever heard in bona-
"Conditions are vary chaoticno charges were made today uf trict is a Democratic strongholdler"tt 
and he referredsteSenator
in the Kentucky and Virginia fraud 
and in no instance was instead of a Republican bulwark. James as the greatest man in
While a local Democratic vic, the United States outside of
tory is something that does not Woodrow Wilson, who leans so
Wippen in the Eleventh district heavily on this big senator to
, very often, all realize they were help-him over the rough places
participating in a state cam- in his administration. When
paign and one_that looks abso-
lutely certain of an oversytelra-
export trade. 1Vhere a few
months ago it seemed that a
short crop would enable the far-
there any trouble. The vote in
Bell County, the only town in
Southeastern Kentucky which
-has saloons, war ---a--surprise.rners to keep up prices for their
1913 tobacco and also dispose of
their list at high prices, it now
seems that, especially in the
western districts, remarkable
fine weather conditions have im-
proved the crops immensely, and
woman but exceedingly fine crop
• is looked for-in the dark belt • of
• Kentucky and Tennessee.
, "It is impossible to judge
'what the future will bring. Ma-
ny of the buyers for the govern-
ments now at war have bought
and paid for large stocks of to-
bacco. which are now in this
country, bat are unable- to get
in touch with their governments.
Bremen, which for many. years
has loaded sailing vessels with
.40 tobacco at New Orleans, is in
the unhappy position of having
three sailing vessels, each with
a quarter 'of a miilion dollars
worth of tobacco aboard, laid up
at various points. The Matador
is at New York: the Excelsior is
at a Port on the coast of Ireland,
and the Roland is tied up at an
English port. What will become
of this tobacco is a problem.
-Luckily for the farmers the•
United States government has
inaugurated a policy of using
tobacco wasehouse receipts-as a
basis for emergency currency.
This will permit the farmers
storing their 1914 crop and bor-
rowing money on the warehouse
receipts. This. will prevent a
slump of the preportiens that
were at first indicated when the
, outbreak of hostilities lust them
their •European market. Out it
lades a great deal of being as
satisfactory as disposing of the
crop in a normal way is."
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CHAOTIC I people was in Fayette, home of, litany of the biggest distilleries
the country, 'which gave a
majority of 3;264 for the wets.
_
CAMPAIGN OPENS
-Conditions in Tobacco Trade, "Ys In the three counties which 
vot. Beckham, McCreary and James
a Prominent Nrw York ed-to sustain the liquor question Among Leaders of Party Whe
• Tobacco Man. • there are distilleries there. The Addressed Great Throng
fight today W1111flti Up 0)4 or the
most vigorous campaigns which
has been made in a long whileMr. Muller, the junior member
of Ernest Muller & Co., of New by. the "dry" element.
York, who for many years have Great interest was 
manifesto I
been. engaged in the export tee nil
were believed to .be
l over the country, as the
bacco busitiess, gives the follow-
ing account concerning the situ- more strongly 
entrenched in the
Apply Sloan's Freely for Lum-
bago.
Your attacks of Lumbago are
not nearly so hopeless as they
.seem. _ You can relieve them al-
most instantly by a simple ap-
plication of Sloan's Liniment on
the back and loins. Lumbago
is a form of rheumatism. and
yields perfectly to Sloan's,
which penetrates quickly all in
through the sore, tender mus-
cles, limbers up the back and
Bor.
Welcome address-G. H. Wind-
Response -Frank Radford. 
. Campaign Chairman Gibson.
- At ten o'clock a temendous
.mitteenian, • Woodson May and
crowd had assembled on Foun- 
, such consternation into the ranks Mr. Thompson had practically '
so overwhelming as to throw $2,500. Besides this actual' loss
of the enemy-as to require many all the old family pictures and
- _..... 
beret
The officers elected were as
How secure regular attend- 
years for them to recover from keep-sake? the house, many of 
follows: F. G. Ewing, general
tam n square, which is right in the shock. Nvhich wer extremely old and 
manager; J. M. Couts, eastern
ance R. M. Phillips. the heart of the town and front-! . Senator James interspersed prized very highly by the -mem- 
division manager; James West,
How discipline your school.-,ing the court house, and they his aiseeeh with many witty and hers of the family, which can- 
central division manager: M. M.
were addressed by Judge Rollin humorous jokes and sayings and not be replaced at any price. 
Tucker, western division mana-Miss Bess Wilkins. - • •
Purpose of nature--study in
rural schools.-A. D. Batter-
Werth.
Reading. -oleo. Hart.
NOON
Some hindrance to educational
work. L. C. Trevathan.
Your plans for correlating
Geographysand jiistory.---J. W.
Jones.'
Primary plans in Language
work.-- Anna Uuderwood.
What have we gained by. state
adoption- of. text books.--Geo.
Parker.
Recent school legislatirs-J:
R. Jones. and cordial reception, ous other articls were taken ,ey known as the old tan-yard. as
Value of liteary in. rural- - I one oit' the largest tanneries in
school's.-- v. Broach. 
Preceded bye. the band a' the the thieves.
-march' began from the hotel tif! A window in tne rears of' the Western 
Kentucky was operated
Discussion.--Miss Lucile Gro-
gan.
LANDMARK GONE E. Hite, director; .1. H. Car-mody,on fruit; M. 0. Hughes.
em live stock and soils; IStss
Nancy Barr, on domestic science.
Fire Destroys Residence on Phil and W. C. Andersen, on soils.
Thompsen's Farm in Trigg In the western division the in-
Known as Old Tan-Yard. will be held • us follows:
LaCenter, Oetober 5 and 6; Bar-
, low;  7nd 8; Bardwell. 9 and
Somerset, Ky., Sept. 2S. I was introiuced by John M. P. , One of Trigg county's old.land- 
10: Milburn, 12 and 13; Clinton.
Democrats! Democrat ; every- Thatcher, a wing
where. In fact, on.' would j lawyer of New York, wi)thrnos(e)ciriaatri-. 
smilanrtkiasywnais tgilittfs.trosed by fire last 13 and It: Fuiten 15 and IC;
ents reside here, zed v,ho et large two story fr'arnhiies.
and 17; Mayfield, 19
from the throng of Democrats, oak, 20 and .21;
gathered into Somerset today tolheie spending his vacation. Mr. on the old "tan-yard" farm, Murray, 22 ano
which and 21. 
r1; .Benton; 2.3
attend the opening of the Ken- !Thatcher probaWy,delivered one two miles south of here,
tueky Democratic campaign that • of the most eloquent ineroduct- is now owned by Phil Thompoon.',
The county voted "dry." The
vote by counties follows:
1,195
1,381
2,4117
333
County. Wet.
Carroll  679
Montgomery   1,174
Henderson  :1,550
Mason .... _—
Fayette s  3,264
Bell  1,396,
Boone  593
Clark  1,774
Selby  1,441
Anderson  1,263
Bourbon • - 1,906
Ssott '1,619
Teachers' Association Program.
Program for teachers associa-
tion to be held at'Soutlelloward
school house Oct: 3rd 1914.
Devotional. exercise - J. '1).
Wrather.
ing victory on November 3,- and
they turned their enthusiasm
loose, and hurrahs for Beckham,
011ie James, James B. McCreary
• • • • aria other party leaders could be
1,71 heard on all sides.
1,123 • Gov James McCrear and
211 his private secretary, Francis
2,524 Douglas, and Gov. Beckham ar-
Tax ia First District.
Mr. Thompson was at home- by • -
himself, Mrs. Thompson and . ,Theelonotint of taxes to be
children being in Hopkinsville , paid to the state by the people of
visiting Mrs. Thompson's par- the counties of the First con-
ents, Mr. and Mrs. I. G. Salkse. 1 gressiunal district for the year
About 10 o'clock Mr. Thompsen 1914 is as follows:
was awakened to find the entire Ballard  
side of the house next to the calawee  
Senator James' tremendous form -cook room and dining room in a Calloway  
loomed up on the stage the light blaze. He gave the warn- Carlisle,  
crowd went wild and almost ing by firing his pistol several, Crittenden
raised the roof with their vocif-, times and ringing the farm bell. Fulton  
erous cheering, paying him prob-lHe. then rushed up stairs and Graves  
ably the most resounding ova-got a lot of his wife's' clothing Hickman  
ti on 'ever accorded anyone inland started down with them, but Livingston
this opera house. !found the staircase below on Lyon 
Senator James addressed, him- fire. He rushed down a back Marshall  
self principally to national af- ' stairway leading into a bed-room
' 
McCracken
fairs and what the Wilson ad- and found that door locked from Trigg
1,110.1 'rived Sunday night, -and they ministration has accomplished the other side and. had to
2,311 were astir early this morning. and what it still had in store for burst it ope- n to get out. By this
2,032 They-were the center of attrac- the betterment of the cdftditions time several neighbors had ar-
Oen and surrounded at all times of the United States. He urged' rived and they succeeded in get-
Clarksville, Tenn.. Sept. 26.-
by groups of admiring friends every Democrat to be sure and ting• out one bed and some bed-
The annual meeting of the Plan-
in the hotel lobbies. • go to the polls on Nov. 3. and ding and a few of Mr. Thomp- 
ters' Protective Association met
Saator 011ie James did not help elect Gov. Beckham and sm's ,•lotp 
. in this city Friday. About fifty,,es. • counties were represented froin
get in until noon. lie was met and the other nominees by the There was $1,500 insurance on !
at the train by -a delegation largestmajority ever known in the building and contents, 
whileTennessee and Kentu:ky. The
decided
headed by State -Central Corns ! the history of the state, and one his actual loss is estimated at
'directors to continue the
-associatiqt al9ng the lines as
ger to encceed John H. 1Ceys:
Hurt, the Democratic nominee kept the large crowd in an up- This was the oldest weather- Dr. W. %V. Scott, president: J.
for judge of the court of appeals roar all the time. 
.
boarded house in Trigg county,
B. Jackson, viee-president; T.
in this (the Third) appellate' OWing to his recent illness, and was built about 1850 by Mr. L.sHughes,eauditor; F. T. Carr,
district. Judge Hurt is very Senator Johnson N. Camden was Muses Thompson, father of R. setretary and treasurer; 0. H.
popular in this section, because Unable to be present, but sent a B. Thompson, of this caunty,
he is a mountain Democrat, and telegram eXpreasing his- regrets and the late Moses S. Thompson, 
Ellis. bookkeeper at Springfield:
an old Eleventh district one at and urging all Democrats to of this place. The framing of 
A. B. Killebrew, salesman at
that and he was accorded an ov- stand loyally by the ticket. this house was all hewed out by 
Clarksville.
• - hand, while the weather-board-, 
Your Fall Cold Needs Attention.
Store Robbed. _ ing was sawed by-an old water* No use to fuss and try to wear
power saw on the old Alex Grace lit i oirt. It will wear yuu out in-
ation and given such resounding!
applause as must have made him
feel very good indeed. Cries'
were also made for the Hon. Nati Thursday night of last week farm-en MilddY-Fork. the saw
E. Sewell, the Democratic nom- i the clothing' store- of Beale se- working up-and-down like an I
! stead. Take e Dr. King's New
!Discovery, /Tao' follows euickly.
ince for congress in the Eleventh I Wells was entered by burglars ordinary hand saw. This lum- It checks your Cold and Soothes
district, and he responded, and several suits of clothes, some ber was then dressed by hand. your Cough away. Pleasant.
was given an exceedingly warm 'shirts, hats, shoes snd nurritr- This place has , always been Antiseptic and Healing. Child-
the upera house, where the for- ! building was prized open by the there fo
r a long time by the sen-
mal opening of the Kentucky ! burglars who redressed in the ior Mr. 
Thompson.. I writes LewistChamberlain, Man-' •
All teachers, especially those campaign proper took-place. The 'store, exchanged-aSecild cloth- 
Mr. Thompson went -to Hop- chester, Ohio. Money back if
whose names appear on program parade, headed by Senator 011ie es for new,togeery out and out, 
kinsville .Tuesday to consult not satisfied, but it nearly al-
be present, and all interested in ,hires, with his wife, and it is proba- ways helps. eJames, GOV. Beckham. Gov. Mc- leaving their old clothes be
education are cordially invited. Create; and others, was followed' To auspicious looking.ch
ar--ble that they will begin prepar-
Let us make this one of the by a large throng of cheering' acters were seen on the streets ations at
' once for the erection
best associations of the year •
Committee.
Shot by Assassia.
tion of President Woodrow Wil-
son arid of Gov. James B. Mc-
Creary, and urged the Demo.
crabs to go to thfuiolls on Nov.
3, and make sure of the election
of the Democratic ticket from
top to bottom.
Gov. 1:('Ck11:{111
by Senator 011ie James. who
Gov. McCreary presided at the ing that these were tJe.e guilty ord.
opera house meeting, and When parties a search was made by
1 • s td, k i rod • 'the marshals. and they were lo- 
hopeless Lung Trouble Cured._
re mak ma e nt u to
$17,873
17,637
14,521
14,521
 17,429
25,562
61,127
21,193
15,113
9,106
17,804
70,257
 15,775--
Association Elects Officers.
ren like it. Get a 50e bottle of
Dr. King's New Discovery and
keep it in your house. "Our
family cough and Cold Doctor"
High Diver Killed.
• Democrats. ,- Thursday evening and Suppos. of 
a neW residenee.- -Cadiz Rec- Hickman. Ky., Sept. 25.-The
than making the high dive'for
the Hopkins Carnival, which is
showing here this week known•
rnalses it feel fine. Get a bottle cated near fhe Tennessee river Many recoveries from Lung by the name of Santy Dominus.
of Sloan,s Liniment for 1:5 cents 
Hopkinsvilles Ky., Sept. 26-- .ry speech he faced an audience by marshal Diuguid who arrest-. that jammed 'the-opera house 
Troubles are due- to Dr. Bell's died here this Morning as are-
a di iJ. M. Rennhaw. 64 sears old,
sore! former sheriff of Christian cohn- 
nee- ed them. They were brought to Pine-Tar-Honey." It strengthens sult of a high dive made here-of any druggist and have it from the first dotir to the
the house- against colds, Nfurray and lodged in jail. the Lungs; checks the cough last night at 10 o'clock, whenand one,of ttie most popular just as long as one could crowdswollen joints, - rheumatiedietlY
neuralgia, sciatica and like ail-
i planters and stockmen in South- in, and they cheered the old war . y  en 
about -I The were young 
m* nd gives relief at once. -Mr. the rupee sporting the net
ern Kentucky, was shot from 
and give their V.S. Wilkins, Gates, N. C.,horse of many hard-fought hat.: 21 years of age broke and the net slipped to the
ambush yesterday afternoon tles to his heart's content. 
!names as 'Henry Chapman and writes: "I used,Dr. Bell's Pines ground with him, a•ushing inments. Your money back if not
satisfied. but it does give almost 'Tom Glenn. Tar-Honey in a case given up as the base.ofehis skull and laying
instant relief. ,
Ni.. Comities Vote Dry.
. while he was driving to the city When the applatise had died- hoPeless and-if-effected a cons- open a large wound. The dive-•
tpagi , his tisane, two miles south away the governor reviewed • -se?
op riss e. e s.  some o ac hi-------. of the I
What Would You De plete cure. Get a 1.;ottle of Dr.
'of ki •iii 1.1 i believed f the 
to be dying in the howital here. Democratic administration s, There are many times when
Louisville. KY, Sept.' -. -4.04.-ge posses are scouring the hoth state and national, and in. OM man questions another's ac.
Nine counties of the 12 counties
in Kentucky which Yotell on the
whiskey question today • retarn-
Ylf ed large "dry" majorities, while
only thee,. remained "weS.-!1._____In
only one county, Anderson. was
it c'o.le, which went "WWI: by a,
majority of votes. In every
county hard lights were made by
kith aides. This. gives the wets'
nine out: of the 15 . counties
which have held prohibition el-
ections since the passage of the
new county pnit bill. The big-
gest' vote- received by.the liquor
Bell's Pine-Tar-Honey.
ugh d h sk•
• •1 d • I
If you
I t
' troduced William Waddle, • who dohs and motives. Men act dif- • 
,Ll
county for,the assassin.
• . . in turn introduced Gov. Beck- ferently under different circum- 
will surely get relief. Only 25c
,
keep Your Stomach and Liver ham. payingliiin a splendid tri- stances, The question is, what '
Ms your druggist. . .,
Healthy I tbate as to his ability, faithful- would you do right now If you Western District Institute Mesas's.
A vigorous Stomach, perfect nese and FSuccess, and Gov. Beck- had a seVere cold? Could you
*larking LiveP, anti regular act--, ham,, who has always been very do better than to take Chamber- Commissioner of- Agriculture
ing Bow'ells is iarantee if -you, popular:in hivcounty, was ae- lain's Cough Remedy? klt is J. W. Newman has announced
will use or, Ki - 'il New sLifel corded an ovation which. lasted highly recommended by people that for h2laing, the county in-
Pi lis;----,-They insur srois I Diges- , siVeral minutes. i who have used it for years-and stitutes • he has divided the
tiOn: ivirreet COrishpatiOn and i"Goir* Reckhani -re-izieWed - the know its-vvitue. Mrs, 0. E. Sar- State- i to thrl.e parts, to - be
accomplishments and' achieve: gent. Peru, Ind., says, "c-ham- known a.* the eastern, central Farmers, machanies, railroad-
merits of the Democratic party berlain's Cough Remedy is worth and western divisions, He has ers, laborers rely on Dr. Thom-
in both state and 'nation, and 'its weight in gold and I take Jilso -named • the lectorers for as' EleCtiO Oil. Fine for cuts,
poisons through the Vowels. On.- complimented. in the highest pleasure in recommending it." ea:h divisipn. those for the burns. bruises. Should be keqt
ly 2:se.,sat your druggist.  terms the splendid •administra- For sale by all dealer . , western ssectioa being as follows: in every home, -Ze and :0e.• ,
have in szcelent tonic effect on
the w,hole system---Pukify your:,
blood soli rid. you of all body
.0"
• _ _
seeSeeseeFFIssiest
S.
• •
•
was 70 feet, and when his body
rs' struck the net a rope staaporting.
it broke, also one of the stakes:-
pulled out, and be struck the
ground with full force on the
back of his head end shoulders,
rendering him unconcious. death
resulting early, this morning.
A large s ciowd witnessed the
tragedy, many ladies and child-
ren being near him. His wife
was also standing neat the net.
when the accident: occurred.
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WIRELESS PLANT
ORDERED CLOSE
1VILLA V110116 CARRANZAOrders Gen. O'Bregon Detained at
Torreon-Villa fiends Troops to
D - ; Meet Carranza's Men.
MARCONI PEOPLE FEEL STRONG{
HAND OF UNCLE SAM
POWER IS BROAD.
CENSORSHIP NOT HEEDED
Plant at Siasconeett, Mass., Closes
Upon Order of President Wilson.
Injunction Application Will
Be Fought in Courts
Waaktngton.--By order of President
Wilson, as commander-in-chief - of the
army and navy, the wireless station
of the Marconi company, Siascousett,
'Mass., was closed because it declined
to recognize the right of the federal
government to exerebse a celeste-stile
over the plant.
The Navy Department took no cogn-
izance of the fact that, the Marconi
company had teed in a federal court
an application- for an injunation to
restrain the naval officers from clues
lug or censoring the station. Although
it appeared as if the wireless company
might compel naval officials to ex
ercise fume, the company filially de-
cided to offer no resistance NA the
station was closed.
El Paso, Texas All available troops
under Villa's t•oluniaud were rushed
to meet what was repotted as a strong
forte of Careansa troops moving north
from Zacatecas. Eveu the two brig
*des which were sent on an overland
march into Sonora to assist the May-
torens revolt were recalled hurriedly
They passed through Juarez on their
eay back to Chihuahua City, Villa's
capital.
Vera Crua-American marines have
quickly put down an incipient riot here.
A group of constitutionalists, who had
entered the city, were requested by
the patrols to move on. They refused
to obey the command. and then were
forced to comply.
Washington. Gee. Villa has tele-
graphed Gen Carrenza, disavowing the
latter as first chief of the constitu-
tionalist army in charge- of the execu-
tive power in Mexico. This was an-
nounced in a telegram front Gen. Car.
ranza to the constitutionalist agency
here
Gen. Villa at the same time an-
nounced that neither he nor his dele-
gates would participate In the national
contention called for Oct. 1 at Mexico
City to designate a provisional presi-
dent.
The exchange of telegrams resulted
•front Gen. Carranza's order to suspend
railroad communication between Aguas
Calientes and Torreon until he could
learn whether or not Gen. Obregon,
commanderhot, the division (of the
northeast, was held under arrest by
' Villa.
MEXICANS FIGHTING AGAIN
Forces of Maytorena and Hal Clash
at Santa Barbara -Carranza
Concentrates Troops.
Douglas, Ariz.- Carranza forces no
ier Gen. Benj. Hill were routed by
the troops of Ger Maytorena in the
. first engagement of the new revolu
ton proclaimed by the state of Sonora
In connection with Cen. Villa's de-
fiance of Carranza. 11111's loss is pot
Ittroet-te
Fighting began near Santa Barbara
and continued throughout the re-treat
toward Santa Cruz, wheat Hill or
dered when he found his troops nu:-
numbered.
A concentration of Carranza forces
in Northern Sonora is ordered for
Naco, where it is expected the definite
test of strength will come..
Hill's wounded arrived at Naco.
with Castanet' refugees. Supplies and
munitions are reported on the way.
and as the troops are withdrawn from
the west they are burning the- railroad
bridges.
Maytorena-s forces are said to be
following closely.
The first contingent of wounded
numbered 29. among whom were Col
\muff() Gomez, secend in"coroniand.
and Capt Abed.
FRISCO ROAD LOSES PETITION
Kansas City & Memphis Coetract for
Trackage Extended-Refuses
to Cancel Contract.
St. Louts.-United States District
Judge Walter H. Sanborn of St. Pau!
ordered that the trackage contest of
the Kansas City & Memphis Railway
company with the Frisco railitiad be
extended from Oct. 1 to June 1, 1915.
The contract includes rail use into
Fayetteville. Ark.
Judge Sanborn. in rendering the de
cision, which followed arguments by
railroad attorneys sitting with Mtn in
chamber, said he extension of the
contract was for the purpose of giv-
ing the Ketheas City 67 Memphis road
an opportunity to-build a read into
Fayetteville. The road, which is 31
miles•- in length, now mast use the
F'risco tracks or be shut out of the
town. The road extends from, Rogers.
Ark.. to Fayetteville.
The Kansas City * Memphis will
use the Frisca tracks on payment Or
rental.
-, In rendering his decision Judge
Sanborn denied the petition of the
Frisco asking that the Kansas Cith a-
Memphis contract be dissolved.
COTTON DRESSES FEATURED
Speaker Clark Was One of Actors on
Moving Picture Drama on
Gapttol Portico.
Weshingtenae-SFeeker -Clark, Miss
genevieve (lark. Miss Lucy )ttirlesqn,
Miss Cattle iloke'Sniitli and Repre-
sentative Johnson of South Carolina.
who represents a•cotton•mill dietrice
were actors in a moving picture scene
on the capitcl portico to boost the
movement to substitute cotton dresses
for silks.
The trio of girls carried large de-
partment Store pickaxes. oesech •con-
seining a.dress length of cotton goods
from South Carolina. which they will
have fiiiide into, frocks for exhibition
at the National Cotton Fashions Show
here Oct. 7 and g.
Four Die on Revenue Cutter.
Seattle, hVash Unronnrnilei re-
ports here were that four men in the
fire-..room of the revenue cutter
Tahema perished when the 'yea-41
went on .0 reef ain the Rat Island
group of the Aleutian islands and Was
Joel.
'ft Kansas An unmasked bandit
----""-s-3ffirproFtr-rmi
--tk.dson. Knburkp liwka Hash Mhoret
assistant caahlet, in a ratlit. and es.
riptsatj.W a Motor teir.eillhilisatel, A
Cnatetner Inter tee* !ore
rt'
CARRANZA ON DEFENSIVE
Says He Will Not Attack Vitia-Unit-
ed States Officials Hope
For Peace.
Washington. Hope that Gene. Cote
ranza and Villa would peaceably ad-
just their differences and avoid a owe
ond revolution was expressed by high
adminietration officials.
PreSident. Wilson has made it plain
to both men through his personal rep-
resentative, Pau!, Fuller,- that the
United States .would leek with Meta- .
Fog ion a continuance of fighting in
Mexico. There was confidence among
high Officiate that the advice recently_
given would not go unheeded.
In the theantime,--Tlie Witabington
government will take.no steps to In-
terfere in the quarrel and will pa-
tiently await the course of develop-
ments. For the present no change
will be made in the-plan of evacuating
Vera Cruz, though no date has been
fixed.
Gen. Carranza informed the Amer-
ican consular representatives that he:
would not attack Villa, but would or-
der his fort-es to ihmain on the de-
fensite. It was not believed that
Gen Villa would take the offensive for
the present and many officials be-
lieved the efforts of Gen. Pablo Gon-
zales to act as peacemaker might not
be fruitless. Gonzales was the prin-
cipal factor in drawing Carranza and
Villa together after their first break,
• '
of Torreon.
— -
CHICAGOANS MAY FORM POOL
_
es -May Raise S25,000000 to R•
lieve Distress in South-Will
Buy Cotton.
Chicago -Chicago hankers and some
of their patrons are considering a prop-
osition to raise a pool of $25.000,600
with which to purchateeecotton and
supply the south with ready money.
The proposition was brought out about
a week ago and at that time some of
the smaller banks, having no soutffern
accounts, rather objected lb the plan,
but the larger banks urged it a, a
good business proposition. It was tak-
en unde-r advisement, and a repert
will be made soon. From those who
are close to the sentiment of the com-
mittee it is learned that the proposi-
tion will probably go through. The
ool will not only represent the uT-
chases by the hanks, but will, if it he-
conies a reallty. take care Of the small
purchases t7t- individuals who are pa-,
trims of the' batiks and desire to trans-
act the Mashies,. through that :treaty....
Sea .•rai large corptorations in Citioagoo
are buying cotton through their own
:southern branches, reg.irdlese of_any
action tha banking pool may decide te
take. •
• • --•
Manufa
t
cturers Organize.
Mime, tie -The Beorgia Manufac
turers• association' wsXsormintzed here
with most of the leading eoncerns of
the State repreliented. Cooperative
delegations from neighboring stater-
were in attendance.
Ambassador to Argentine.
•Viii.hiniusn'-- President Wilson and
Seesetary Bryan conferred on diplo-
math appointments, agreeing, it is un-
derstood, to name Frederic Jesup
Slittistia, lawyer, , novelist and pro-
testae' at Harvard universe). to be the
firstambssador to Argentina.
Cotten Fashions Show
"N
:-
30 Warships Off- Denmark.r
GERMANS TO RESIST
RUSSIA AT CRACOW
GERMAN TROOPS RULE TOWN
AND THE AUSTRIAN CIVIL
GOVERNMENT FLEES.
RESIDENTS IN A PANIC
Three
cow
Army Corps Thrown Into Cra.
District by Germans-Baltic ,
e•••
Fleet Possible - Al! Trafflc
Is Stopped from Berlin.
London. -That Cravow has been
Occupied by elerman troops, that the
town has teen put under a German
Military commandant and that the
Austrian civil administration has been
displaced is the gist of Ow latest 'W-
akes received here," neje the petris
grad correspondents -of the Morning
Post.
"All the original administration of
the city has fled -and all the civil
officials' of the Austrian government
have- - litesiddente art, fleeing
a panti;.-
"The h•adere of the Polish secret
committee. which has been in charge
of all the nonfat volunteer delude
mews fighting on the Austrian side
Kist) have left Cracow. The Germans
have thrown three army corps into
the Cream district. in-cording to this
information, and are bringing more
troops in preparation for the expected
Russian attack.
"Word has been received here that
Germany has stopped all traffic on the
railways between Berlin and the Ger-
man Baltic ports of Danzig. Eibing
and Stettin. This - news has set ex•
perts .to figuring on the posiablift) ,
of a German descent on Russian ter- '
rItory by way of the Baltic. Airy
such .move is regarded here .as-ins
possible from the standpoint of an ef-
fective act Of war, although it might
be theatrically effective in supporting
the morale of the Berlin populace."
CARE FOR GERMAN WOUNDED
444.41romali• -,.--
PRINCE OF WALES
1;The twenty-year old prince o ? Wales
leaving Buckingh•m palace 
t, 
join hit
'regiment, the Grenadier Gusrde.
sewer
3 BRITISH BOATS SUNK
-
German Submarine Sends Abourki,
Hogue and Cressy to Bottom of
North Sea.
London.-Three great armored Brit-
ish cruisers-the Abourkir, the Hogue
and the Cressy-with hundreds of
dead, and two German submarine
boats, are at the bottom of the North
Sea, following lite first naval engage-
ment of real consequence in the--,himr.
Throe- of the attIJ•kine German sub-
marines escaped, according to surviv-
oresof the cruiserea who were landed
at limulden, Holland, but the quick
Poincare Asked That They Be Hte fire of numerous - •Engliste gulls sent
manly Treated-Many Will Re- the other two to the bottom.
cover from Wounds.
Bordeaux --President Poincare's re-
cent admonition tu the hospitals to
-The Abourhir was torpedoed first,
and: then as her sister cruisers. the
Hogue and the Cressy, approached to
pick up the survivors their hulls were
treat German wounded the same as ripped open by torpedoes .hot from
French is being carried out, gccord- the-Gertnan submarines, which prob-
ing to-a- eorreepontient who today via- ebb" arose' ander The' war vessels.
Ited the Bordeaux- High Sehool, where Apparently the sea was then riddled
GO German wounded are being treated, from shots from•the quick-firing guns
lir. Meivile Wastermann of San of the British warships in an effort
Francisco and a Bordeaux doctor, are to sink the flotilla- of submarines
win charge of the hospital. assisted by hich had stealthily crept under them.
Any ripple or eddy. on the surface ofa well-known Dresden surgeon
the sea which might indicate Lie loca•The German's are being treated in
the lofty class rooms of the high thin of a submarine became the target
school which look out over the sunny ' for Eoglkll
While the announcement of this die-garden. The men seem to suffer more
from homesickness than their wounds., aster by the official news nureau does
which they bear with patient resig , not state where it occurred, it is as-
nation. sumed that the Abourkir, .the Hogue
As a rule the Germans in the hos and the Cressy *ere part of the line.
pitals here are more badly iturt,than of more than 100 British war vessels
the Prent-h-  sin ...Mahar to' thlt- fprP2- a -g-rl'at--Ulle--lidttling
the first dressing of the German 
-
German fleet in Heligoland Bay, at the
wounds having been inadequate, the
mouth of the Elbe and the entranc 
the Kiel canal. 
e to•
wounds also are infected. The physi-
cians say that a large majority of re .
wounded will recover. however. GERMAN RIGHT HURLED BACK
-•
ONLY HARD SIEGE WILL WIN Western Wing Is Thrust Back Seven
Moles-Recklessness Has Almost '
' Disappeared.-Men Are Tired.
Will Be Difficult to Drove Germans On the Battle Frona by way of
from Positions-Germans Are P i• TI • -•
Play ing a Game.
•
man line lets been thrust hack about -
seven miles as a sequel to continuous
London.-- II: Tptnlinson. the fighting day and night.
Daily News, correspondent. telegraph- Both armies, despite almost simper-
ing from outside of Parise saes the human fatigue,. show the utmost, dc
battle 1.1u*: proceeding is beyond the termination not to yield an inch of
power of desteriptien, buedrom a mass ground without a terrible struggle, but
of disconnecteil matter, carefully ex-
amined in detail, as personally related
be-itatinbatants. we may judge that He
progress in the- section front Peronn
ae Verdun has been fairly, finely won
by the allies.' Some say the Germans,.
are .it playing a subtle game, with.
eomething us their "Ivreeves, bNit
con. ensue of ,opinion is Seat Vie Ger turet and brought back issue field guns
mans retreated bes au-se they had to. the'Vrenchettoopos had abandoned the
previous day. They seemed' to dis-
dain the murderous t rifle and machine
gun fire poured into them, refusing to
fasten to the officers who tried to keep
them under cover.
Recklessnees displayed at the begin-
ning of the hestilities, with the result'
ant carnage I heousihothe mao hine guns.
ties almost disappeared, and every
movement of the attackhng and de
fending troops Is carried out 'with the
utmost caution until the moment of
actual contact
ft. does. not need a ntilitary expert
to understand that the allies can't
make as quick pregreee, tweause the
Germans Occupy strong positions and
know that when they break they
break for good. It Must lie admitted
that it will be difficult to storm the
Germans Wan their sposifieTti-s Only
a .hard siege will di; it.
- -
German Diplomat Killed by Jape.
Peking A letter from a German in
Tsing Tau says tha4-'fraron von ilise
back, former secretary of the Ger
man legation at Peking, was killed by-
a Japaneeet patrol dressed in Chinese
Clothes
Faeltione Show" is tit he hettiltere Oet
7 and S.-Under the patronage of Meha
Thomas 0. Marshall. 'Wife of the view
president; 'Mrs. Champ (lark. wife of
the speaker of the house, and Miter
leaders of the capital's 'official society.
- ••- -
New, yoilt—The .Aero-Club ot Atnett
ea yes nu a resZetied trivet
thiakhro Club-of Franca that the oon•
tied of 1914 for the Coupe leternatlere
aide d'Aviet toe- ha4 beep indetbatteir
•
London. % Copeishagen dispatch to
the Standard says a lishing---ireet
whiclm hmss arrived at Fslkenberg,
Sefeden. has been in elope proxiMitY
to a fleet et :10 warships They were
sighted in the, eleinity of Anholt, a
Danish Island in thg Katteget.
the fresher troops at the disposal of
the allied commandere•have gradually
for ed the Germans to recede.
The Turcosare adding daily to their
.record of daripg achievements. In a
costly bayonet eneounter Ltey broke
through the Gentian linesawithout fir-
Tagamore than a few shotte" and rehap-
Berlin The annothe tenon wee
Blade hers. ..that 'Lieut. Gefi:. Von Reese
Wazi killed. in ,aetion.....Sept. S. :Thee'
ter tos.ete peramis have twee-decor*?
-
Gen. Beidoux Killed.
Path, Tbe brilliant French 4-.mu.alry
leader, Gen. !trident-X. rats killed in
action here.
-- • ---
Railer Reported in Luximlviseg.
London The Gentian emptier has
taken up his quarters in Luxemburg.
according to a Paris dispatch to the
Exchange Telt•graph conipany. Thou-
sands ef troops are stationed around
the legatiote where'he resides,
• _
15,000 Austrians Taken.
the Have torressiondent says theltus-
glans in slant:la IliiVt` captured 1.$.000
Austrians Int luding o(tli-uwF"Many
4:14 olippiii-4
•••
HEAVY GUNS PLAY
IMPORTANT PART
BOTH siDEtt CONTINUE TO HAM-
MER AT ENTRENCHMENTS OF
ENEMIES-NOT DECISIVE.
ATTEMPT TO ENCIRCLE RIGHT
Attacks and Counter Attacks Dehv
sred Along Long Battle Front with
Alternate Success and
Revesses.
New Yorks- Count ton iternsterff,
German ambassador to the CHINA
States. announeed Ile Ilad Pellet ci Ity
aireless. by way id Sayville. all ioffi-
elal--statement trout the-Germaiv -pee,
oral staff In Berlin. as'folloves:
'On the right a Mg of the, German
army beyond (lir' the battle has
-eUmr to -a standstill: Planking name.
nietsta of the French army. have hail
no !success Between there and the
forest of Argonne no serious tie hit in
took place. East of Argonne Vat-e-
t-beak 'ails taken -by the Germans.
'Their advance is continuing.
German army, which is attacking the
forte Solltli of 'Verdun. repulsed sor-
ties from a'erilun and Tout Many
prisoners and machine guns and can-
ner' were taken. The heavy German
artillery has begun to bombard ,suc-
cessfully tlie French forts of 'rroyon-
Les-Parochee, !Camp...des Routaine and
Lionville ilalronvill..I!
'In the Frenclriairraine and on the
frontier of Alsace French troops were
repulsed.
"A really decisive action has taken
place nowhere."
Parts.- The brief official conittun-
ication it sued here oannounces that on
the-left wing' the battle continues -to
develop; that a lull has occurred in
the fighting in the center and that on
-the right wing German mitt:molts ap-
parently 11.1% e been cheo ked.
London. - Heat y artillery eontinues
to play a leading part in the battle of
the Aisne, which has !well in progress
nearly a fortnight. The opposing
forces continue to hammer away at
e-an dtTmeFfFdTh Their WTI efittelited
and strongly fprtified positions with
the, greatest stubbornness, but with-
out decision_
Almost without a lull great shells
are being hurled across, the rivers,
Valleys ahd plains stretching from the
River Oise in the weet to the Meuse In
the east, and thence southward along
thin--whole Franco-German border,
while the lighter guns pier on the in-
tantry lying in the trenches awaiting
an opportunity to deliver attacks and
counter at svith, as the French
official communication says, "alter-
nate retirement on certain points and-
advance on others."
ALLIES MAKE SOME GAINS
Try Hard to Turn. Right Wing of Ger-
man Army-Violent Fighting
Along Front.
Pans -- The French. official com-
munication, after aaunotincing. that
there has been no change in the situa-
tion on the battle front since the hoe'
&mince of the preolous communicatfon,
comments on the battle of the Aisne.
The text of the announce•ment ie.as
sfoitl.T.ITia)witlist'in since the last commianica-
r:e has been no change in the
tion.
"The bergs, in progress along the
Aisne has extended over eight days,
but it should ce Ise no surprise if one
recalls the Ru. .-Japanese War.
"The battle it. lie Marne %as an
action undertake, al the open field.
which began with general resume
tlon of .111e often,: by the French
army against the ei --'iy, who did not
expect it and had la time seriously
to organise defeesive ositione. • The
same Cannot be said . the battle of
the Aisne. where the adversary. who
was retreating, stopped and took po,•
shiers which by the nature of the,
ground are substantial in themsplves
in many places and which' he gfrad-
4—
presents on a larxe' 
owl. of tt:_ front
a sAtis nofter,hliel rzaef 4 i1711re.the"I'liis battle of   
the character. of war by assault simi-
lar to the. operations In Mastchuria
"It might be added that the excel)
Bonet po.ver of the artillery facing
emit other' the Ilea‘y German -It irril-
lery against the. French 7 hcenth eter
carmen- ghee aopartii•ular vain to
the temporary fortifications why, 'le
two adversaries have now- drawl m.
-- "The 44ask ha, therefore, to is,
whole* rows of entrenrliments. eat
one protts•ted by close defeneee, pat
ticularly rows of barbed wire with .
mffraitteuses- In .reeteettled positions '
"In these cireunistances progress is
slow. It often happens that the ens
ress el the attacks only amounts TV%
t.00 meterg to me. „kilometer mm
- — -
" -Captain Wel Deem With Ship.
London. Tire cortespondent St liar
wish of the Evening News says he
learns from stir% ivona of the disaster
to • the three British t;rwisers• that ,
Capt. Ro-bett W Johnson of the 'Cressy a
weer dova•witli his ship
• _.
c0,000 Gern3ana W untied- '
Idaestricht the.- T-eleeraat says that
(Wring the Pfteflew day, att,1 fie Opti
fleettitine,swoutnted _on_ Prep ch tattle
itekte; luree-paireed-throtretr-t,
us
to,
iö
EMPEROR OF GERMANY
This 19 a new photograph of the
imperor of Germany in full uniform. E.
PIIIIIIIIMIZOIRMICIIMMUICM1111,1411111SUrs; =WM
TERRIFIC ATTACK AT NIGHT
- -
Hand-to-Hand Encounter-Lines Clain--
in Terrific Bayonet Charges
in the Dark.
Parie.--in a furious -night- attao k
opened by the allies sitivitaneously
along the whale line betwern,the Aisne
and the Oise, the fl'Frinatis were sur-
prised in their trenches end driven tout
at sev•enti points en the German right,
both sides suffering very heavy losseia 411.
Soon after the attack opened, the
4enesee:4 dieeeted ,ans attack agent-at
the allieS' -lines further to the east,.
but were finally driven hack in a
:hand-to-hand encatinter. in which line,
after line clashed in terrific bayonet
charges in the aarkl , 4
Severe' fighting has occtirred-along
the entire battle line, which has nar-
rowed to about 90 miles because of the
rival armies drawing _closer together
for nem. massive compact.
During the early part of the night
the engagement had narrowed to ac-
tivity of the heavy guns, and the fire ir
was desultory. hut at 2 o'clock In the
morning a preconcerted attack by the
allies opened with unprecedented fure.•
Artillery, rapid-fire guns and small
signal, and the fire was overwhelming. •
On the' allies' left the onslaught was
conducted with the greatest vigor, for
here the attacking French and liritts•h-
had made the greatest advances and
the troops were buoyed up by the full
enthusiasm of their triumphs  
The French gunners had the range.
and- raked the german trenches With a'
galling fire. Cnder cave.r of this anti
the rapid-firers, which swept the top
of the line of trenches. the British and
knglish cavalry and infantry advanced
and stbrmed them.
The energy of the attack took the
Germans by surprise, and after a fieree
struggle at the trenches, the. Germans( a
were driven balk. The German resist-
ance was:desperate. It was not until
they were. overwlwlmed that they wee
swept frtnn their position''
DISCOVER CHOLERA IN ARMY
Announcement Causes Apprehens000-
in Dual Monarchy-Nine Cases
Reported in Hungarian Army.
Vienna. Nine CaSt”.4 of Asiativ
holera have 11,4,111, discovered among
wounded soldiers In Hungary. The an-
nouncement has excited great appre
liensum thronetioin the atm' moiler- r.
. -
It is learned here that the first
peeled case of cholera in Hungary aas
that cf a iv osuided eeld ter brought' Sept.
IS to Itekes rsaba from the Galician
battlefield. The becteriologival exam-
ination clearly showed Asiatic cholera.
The patient immediately was isolat
Sint e then etglit•nalier cases have
been diocotered, mlsu among t
actunded who retuined from Galicia.
Both Austrian and Hungarian min-
isters tof the interior are taklugathe
utmost precautions againstsa spread
,of the disease.
Vienna is awaiting with keen a,nt•
tete news of the progress id the, fight
ing against the' Russians and Sete taps.
liut nothing is fertile outing beyond thi
bare-'official statement' that there aro
no new developments in Ihe eiteter
theater-of the ear.
Two Trains Blown Up.
Londen. The alitijio war ciorrespond-
ent states Beast we jrains of tiermais
re--enToreeinents were blown up be-
tween yeroline and St. Quentin by a
Fir*M14•11 KI1411149', The i•orreopoodetif
dim says that the eillirtt•emieral staff
)t one German divigion was brought
prisoners to
. .
London.. 'rho official Press human"
annootinced that 'the 1.1rttleh cruiser cap
I tiro 1 the t•I•einqii.areigeed ithrr Surse-
wtuhii afI41 reetete
A.
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arid the) don't glegle behind my back
And eviien they Isaven't anything vise
to gossip about, the y tall about how
tin iseithug into an old maid
"hail that Aut the threaten used
to call hyperinilr' It should be spar-
ingi; usee lieoldes I hear you have
a beau."
him!" With %nuttier shrug.
"Heel afraid I'm not a good couk
"Thae• a alive way" to talk about a
lover. leopecially." he laughed self-
consciously, "fence you threw me over
for bum -
Ile altOokt III1Ntled tilt, acid look she
flashed at him "It broke your heart,
of couree.'"
"I've Mel pleasanter experiences,"
he said dryly "Why didn't you answer
iny last 1.-tter. Unity'!"
Iler Indifference might have Seen a
little to.; well donee "For 011f. thing.
even I have a little pride It was
easy to see you'd got tired of me. Not
that I eared' Those boy and-girl at
The Measure of a Man.
When he in,t Unity again, be had
been in ite.thel for more than two
wee.ks.
lie had started our for the morning
turn on his.crutehes, to test, his re-
turnieg strength, and before he quite
realized it the village lay behind him
He swung along for 140Me two hundred
yards farther, then let hitneelf carte
fully down on the roadside
lie sat there-for a long time, baring
his head to the summer sunshine.
"This Is very' good indeed!" It
would have been almost tioeiess but
for one' thinge-he. has ratio+ lonelyel
he felt the need tot' some one to share '
the. day with him.
Ile had his wish. Down the valley
road .appeared a buggy drawee by a
lazy heavy-footed horse of the sort dis-
tinguished as "safe for women.- From
within the buggy Mark caught the
glean, of a white elerteaist and .a
sailor hat. Even before the vehicle
drew near enough for recognition, he
knew the passeeger for Unity,
&plight tremor passed over -bine To
meet the embodiment of a shadow by
whom one has been jiltete• or whom
one has jilted,- is at least mildly ex-
citing
A slight tightening of the reins was
sufficient to stop that horse.
"liello..Unity!" Mark felt that this
greeting fell short of the dramatic
proprieties
"Oh! How do you doe- she tin-
swered cdirlessly.
There was a moment of silence, dur-
_
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The Ambition of Mark Truitt
nv
0 HENRY RUSSELL MILLER
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-
"I MC*111111 through with the mills."
-TI1V MAN 111(.11111 1 T.- -111S RISE
10 POWILIt." fir. "Who.- 11. tiley's g
lance swept Simon
• and Richard Courtney sharply. • who
tahelleiRMILNIellelliNMIN&Illi:Wl\\MIIAINklh‘ell
eMeNLI1\4101\41101:11e1LNI 
eas been puttiug fool Ideaue tutu your
• e 'F.'
"You, for one. when you corn.. here.
(C001r1tIn(. 19I3. by The litobballderrtil Company) because l'in a valuable. Matt. Ind be.
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SYNOPSIS.
Mark Truitt, encouraged by Ws evi"et
naart. !folly Martin. Il.laveig 11•111r1. hi
m
Illatire town. to meek him fortune Hinton
Tyyltt fella Mark that IV long has been
blos dr....ns to see a Meet plant at It•thele
and mikes the man to return and build
one If hp ever Mark xpotiem to
Tbotsta• Henley 11140 41? - _MP, 4.,111111by Iron
works., for a Job MO la sent to the 1,111
atruetton gang Ills •Uern1a11 in that work
wine i.i ii. a plaeo ap Ilene r to It.
Andareisak I. open hearth furnarentatt.
1b-u', rn, • a board..r In Roman's It lllll .• an
d
&masts Mar. Itemen's wen, In hi. attunes
K tolopi,..1 tinutlia-er, shown tier
gratitude In such a manner an to atoUll.
idarles• triter. nt ly, wr, Heavy work In
tho IttlenPo hest of tho
Mark to cotton:4e and Itazis Carla' for
hint [Atter Itotrlie.11 rueeuntbe aw
l
Mark gel,. hi. job Homan rea.•tint
and tette Mark to find another boarding
place
CHAPTER X.
Wounded on the Field.
The accitient was one that happened
often. Occasionally, after a tap. water
'would be turned into the cinder pit
that the cooling slag might harden and
be broken without delay. Not 'seldom
the water would be cony...Fed under
the 'crust, come into cootact with the
still molten slag and be converted cud-
? dealy into steam. Then there would
be an explosion. Men might be seri-
ously injured, or even killed, which
was very sad-but one of the hazards
of the. employment_ It happened when
Mark had been following his straight
road ahead for niere than fiVe years.
Five years during which he had won
FUCCCSII., . substantial if not brilliant!
The lack Of brilliancy might have been
disputed by -those few who knew that
sundry labor-saving devices installed
in the Quinby wille during this, period
"were of his invention
When Henley heard of the acct.
o &cot he frowned; Henley detested ac-
e Nit:lents, which spoke of inefficiency
somewhere But when the informa-
tion was added that the foreman of
the open-hearth bititery wag among
the Injured, he said: "Damn!" and
in person at once called the hospital
and his own physician by telephone
a and through the
se agencies command-
eered the best surgical skill and care
for that valuable workman.
The doctors gathered in solemn
conclave and-elta various things to
Mark's shattered bodi. They dogged
his steps into the very shadow of
death and would not let him die. They
• did that, knowing they combenned him
to a life of pain, and having the se-
curity of Thomas Henley's word that
their bills should each and every one
1111 of them be paid.
While *ark still lingered in the vale
of mystere.t that leads to full knowl-
edge, two men began their daily--and
reghtly-watches. Ono was a thin
faded man who wore the' nasty bele.
of the country preacher. The other
was an 'awkward. gray little man
-who would sit motionless by the hour.
never taking his ,-eyes from the still
form tit:der the white - sheet. -
Mark did no* die.- Has broken body
began slowly to mend, lie passed out
of inatnediate danger: he wag even al-
lowed-to talk and to be talk. d to a lit-
tle. But in the manner of elle nurses,
et his visitors from Bethel. even of the
calloused doctors:, were a grave gen-
tleuess. an abet net. of the exaltation to
be expected after triumph overdeath.
Ile felt it.
Ile 1iut his questionsTO- his father.
"What are they keeping back -from
user'
Simon's glance did not waver, nor
did he try to evade a ith a 'soothing
be. "Yell :lever . walk easy again
Yell have to use a crutch, leestsaes
a came al-ways."
'les my hip?"
'Yes."
_Ole that iii"
"Ye' were hurt 'amenity: Nell hate
to be carefel always, _No more work
In tee mills.- -
Mark closed .his eyes, uttering no
comptaint But within W40 a turmoil
ot. protest and rebellion. A cripple,
a partial in•alid for life! IlaIf a
hum So had ended the dreamed cape
psuge of conquest. Tears ol futile rage
seeped out through his closed' eyelicht.
his recovery' was slow and very
pairetul, six eears of driving ahead at
top veved had left hint but little re-
serve vitality for the emergency. The
snood of rebellion de el down (roan
sheer exhaustion lie accepted. his
gaiefertune. hut sullenly, with nu swell.
Ina heroic resolve, to defy untoward
Otreumststice.
There etas no conscious desire to
return to the .nills-froni which he had
been banished They mere too much
ebee elbject of his smoldering resent-
ment just theta Ile fell Wear., then
• Ss theettetrayed toward the traitor.
I tlynke• he said once. to Simon and
Richard Courtney, who had not yet
MD the -eh, "Ill go leick to !tether
ea wet lee a geml place to recuper.
atee'letiti the preafiler
lint I 'neon to Mae "
• -We shall be glad to halve you back.",
Thciaghloillt liethel hitt urally-rev+vod
the memory of' Putty Martin.--Mark
Sound .11. e,tt51 •gylial limper In the
recollect ion . • -
Ile had had het period of tragic re-
allearte.
,over. let collate-knee push lox the ex-
treme of disturbing the fixed destiny
jest mentioned- Nor. wae he )ong
eitakeletrattoe peers-of tided
I Ii loA, that You don t steal this,"
mark responded ungraciously, "Ile-
cause,Artien you pay for it, you've gut
to pay foli. this. too" Ile. put a hand
on the Injured hip "That Is, if 1 ever
put lb.. Idea- etriehape '
Henley waived a bend to intimate
that allowance mug( be made for an
invalid's humors •'Of cOurse, ee. ex-
pect you to be business-like. Jur-what
deryou Moan by that 'if ?-
Author of
in a och he could congratulate tannestf
on havieg avoided a serious blunder.
Not many months later he by chance
met Pluto who conveyed the news that
Kazia had niarried Whiting. Holes
1,1' it Implied that,
tkouxh Whiting leas a poor refuge,
Kazla had been fortunate to
Murk lie seenied disappointed that
his auditor showed it., deep emotion:
Mark's letters to Unity hail contin-
ued, at erratic intervals. Soon her re-
lines, too, hegan•to dwindle' in nuulber
and in length; they had never had
much to lose in the way of intensity.
And then he. seut a letter that she
failed to answer at all, Paving their
love affair suspended, an to speak, in
the air. One of Simonet rare and Mis-
spelled missives informed Mark that
she was, In the phrase. Bethel used,
keeping company with one Slocum, a
prosperous young farmer of the viciu-
ity. This may hardly be regarded as'
poetic retribution. It caused Mark •
few days' surface indignation and a
secret relief, one can not feel deeply
the. loss of a shadow, even though one
Ii,, paid a price for her.
' teazle married; Unity, having Jilted
him, keeping company with plodding
14111 Slocum! His tragedy had ended'
in sheer farce. We do well, he con-
cluded, not to take our dramas too
seriously.
An amazing thing happened one day.
There was the sound of a quick un-
familiar tread in the corridor, the floor
was pushed briskly open and into the
room stepped Thomas Henley.
"How are you, Truitt?" be inquired,
shaking hands. ''l was going by, had
a few minutes and ran up to find out
for myself."
"Well enough, I guess," Mark re-
plied out of his amazement.
"Good" said Henley. "Your father,
I presume'' lie nodded toward Simon.
Mark made the necessary introduc-
tions. Simon said: "Pleased to meet
ye," and flushed for his son, who had
had to ban up to the relationship.
Toward the other visitor lienley
glanced uncertainly a moment, then
held out a hand.
-Ah! Doctor Courtney! Do yOu hep-
pen to remember me?" The question,
obviously, was in playful irony.
"I happen to," answered Courtney,
who did not share Simon's shyness
-I remember now, it was you who
sent this young man to me. I," said
Henley graciously. "am in yout debt '•
The preacher's shadowy smile ap-
peared. "Is he?"
Henley laughed pleasantly. "I fancy
he is And I have a notion the defit
• _
• "I
'm Going Back-Home."
will grow. I am fit ashing your job.
Doctor Courtney"
lie turned to Mark Simon and
Courtney pushed their chairs back
from the bedside, thot the great wan
might hold the stage. .
"When," Henley asked. "do you ex-
pect to come back to us."
Mark winced and. returned, to the
sullenness that, was becoming his'
habit -len going back home." -
The pause and the. slight emphasis
en the loet word were not lost on I loll-
lay, a suspicion as .to their impefri
stirred But.
"Exectly right!" he excleseitied heart.
Ily. "Stay as lung as tieceemary to get
your strength together. 'You're tee)
valuable it man to take ..;Itancees, Your
yob eel wait for you ity the way,
about that new charging nme'hine you
spoke of before the accident, I anti-
pope the pleng-arriet where we can lay
our hands on them"-
"No,--aeaseered Mark, "you can't lay
youthatels on them They're in toy
head'
"An e 'vented place. to keep •em,"
Iletay agreed. "Suppose then, when
you're fooling up to it, I send one of
our enginM7114pr yeti logo over The
planet with you` If there•s'anythIng in
the Idea, wi, ototht to install the-nun'
(-emcee before winteer.""-
"You can rend him, if you want to
tr 'MN rft-twri-
Min.'" Mark discourageel the sugoes-
LiCen
!fruity atiffeneel ."I',m not jti the
httaitsche Of illoaltag-laVentloseet
cause FM .1, Would you opine to
see me if I hadn't a neve invention in
naindr
"Nunornino You're sick, that's all"
slienley smiled kindly but confidently.
-I've seen men in your case before.
You think you won't come back. But
you will Why? Because you're a vai-
uable. nian -I stick to that. You've a
genius for mechanics, you know how
to handle men and you've got a sense
of organization. Most men would think
thenieelves lucky if they had any omit.
of those. What does it mean? That
you fit 111 here, of course And when
a mate Ms into any kind of life, be can
no More keep away than molten steel
can avoid the, shape of the mold. And
you II tied it ou -there's something
about our busfness that gets into the
bone and bleed of a man." Ile looked
at his watch and rose abruptly. "Glad,
you're. getting along. Don't forget, your
Job is. Waiting for you.-
"But you done af,111 to understand,"
Mark cried liii done for ell have
to go on a cane, maybe a crutch, all
my life. And the ductonesay, no hard
work at all
liehley could be very human, when
he chose "At,'" he geld gently. "I
had not heard that I'm sorrY, It
nialoo a di.fference, uferenire.•••
It Ii poseibh. that Henley was not •
thinking of Mark's commercial value,
as b.. stood, looking searchingly down
at the querulous patient. -
Unexpectedly he leaned forward a
little From his eyes a commanding
flash leaped lie put out a hand and
caught one of Mark's strongly
••Your brains don't need it crutch, doi
they'. It isn't brute etreugth that
makes you %ululate liVe-Fiti'buy that
cheap. You said- something about be
ingest tuan. Now"s your chance to be.
one. What's a little thing like. a crutch
or a doctor's prohibitioe' The meas
-
ure of a man is what he overcomes.
Go home and. rest, get your nerve to-
gether. And when, you're ready, lee
me know tielind a place for you."
Ii.- was gone. And there was Mark.
who had just been weakly If resent-
fully accepting defeat, athrill like a
warhorEe that has hoard the bugle
call.
' CHAPTER xi
•
lug which, without seeming to de so.
, they inspected each other.
Mark had a twinge of disappoint.
relent This was not the I•nity he had
-loved so boyishly-arid-SO briefly She
was as pretty as ever, In a way evpn
prettier, bUt one ceuld hardly have
thought of her as spirituelle tier face.
'was fuller, its color deeper, and there
was et healthy roundness In the line
of shoulder and breast, of lb.' ankle
that protruded from under the dust
rebe. Not that she was fat' itut her
daintiness teas gime In the item of
dress elle would have suffered from
comparison with the young ladies of
his boarding hoes... tier hair wag done.
carelessly And vivacity had gone. the
way of daintiness She had the air
of haye9g settled into the habit of
'Whet, of having accepted Its narrow
outlook A faint vertiearline between
her eyes hanted that she might not
have accepted it with complacency
'therefore he Itald "You look the
same as ever. Unity ••
She brightened it little • You think
so?"' There Was ftemetlfing alums(
pitiful to elm in the way she caught
at theereMark. __e_ehe became eV-Witless
agaln "But, Of course, that isn't
true,"
"But, of eoursee h
She la.ughed unpleasantly. "'You
womistieloteettek
they treat nee here note."
-The men? Surele nut!" • .
She *deemed her' tehoulaera,
ljteewomen.. They Sol .frIesdlif be*
tongues a cesaict, to clack WWI., more."
She drew the reins taut
A.-real pliilentlaropy," use. nted,
grueling, as horse. lumberingly re-
sumed its journey.
Mark tomtit timely along home ward
II.. sealed pltylegly lie laud re-ad
airtight the new intereot in (*hey a lace
--that of the cwide  primmer 
a Ito
hi/14 heard.. ruiuur of reprieve. Ile was
lorry for her. And pity---we have it
from the poets is love's poor relation.
e Mark regained a measure of strength.
dIscerded one crutch and began
each day to take a few -steps experi-
mentally with lit) support but a cane.
lie ;pent many beautIrtal Odle hours,
alone or with Richard Courtney, drat,
me ties OP% Mose among the hills.
Sometimes -often 'rutty was with
him on them. drivel.. Tongues clacked
aceurding to prophecy. lint Mark did
not care. And (Tully did not care
Mark fell placidly and easily iii hive
with rainy again, At least, the stele
protesting, he decided that it must be
love.
But the protest was half hearted
lie wanted to love.
"Are ye join' to stay here in
Bethel" Simon broke a long bileucts
to inquire, one rainy eivioug.
"I don't know," Mark answered out
of a brown study, off his guard. But
he added quickly. "Yes, I do.know,
len going to stay."
"Them, what are ye twin' to do?"
"I don't tared to do anything. I've
He Was Still Resting on His Grassy
Bank When the Slow-Going Vehicle
Reappeard,
fairs always die a natural death. There
was another girl, wasn't there?"
"Why, I believe so. In fact, there
was I gave her up for you."
-And I gave you up. You must have
thought,- again 'her unpleasant laugh
ragig,•Yee'd made a poor bargain all
round Or had a lucky escape!"
"I did," he answered grimly, leaving
her to construe the answer as she
chose.
-Dare an easy conundrum." She
gathered up the reius. -Well, I must
be going. We're harvesting now and
I have to get back in time to help get
Mutter. Good-bye.'
She drove on, as casually as if they
Lad been neighbors in the habit of
meeting daily . . . And this was their
first meeting after six years.
lie leaned back on his grassy bank,
having found, if not a companion, at
least food for reflection.
Ile was still resting on his grassy
bank when. an hour later, the slow-
going vehicle reappeared. With diffi-
culty-for he had not yet become ex-
pert will' his crutches-he rose and
stood in the middle of the road The
horse, uithout urging, stopped with Its
nose against him A more skilled ob-
server than- Mark mighthave noticed
:that ecime villager's mirror and comb
had been utillied to the adtantage. of
Unity's hair and that her hat had Deese
readjusted to its most I:eventing angle;
and would have drawn certain in,,
ferences.
Mark d.d not. Ile merely smiled at
her-over the horseee head •
She seemed rather impatient with
his Obstructiveeess. "You've bought
the pike, then? hadn't heard "
He laughed and waved his hand air-
ily, "This morning the world is mine
Do you know, we baven't shaken
hands?"
'Oh, haven't we?" Her tone at-
tached no importance-to the omiesion
Nevertheless.- when he stood aside,
she drove the horse forward a length
and laid it limp hand in Mark's
"Alm).- he continued, "you haven't
said you're sorry that I was hurt."
she repeated, with perfunc-
toriness unrelieved. "I'm sorry.
Ile laughed again. -You needn't
tnInd now you'll have plenty 
of
chance's beforelong.-
"Meanangr
"The road to your house i still epee
to the puhlic, isn't it- lin thinking
of buyine a new horse Unity." he re-
turned to graveyee'these isn't any rea-
son why we ehouldn't be peed friends
,
Is 
--
;lneeI .'"
eOple will talk."
paratheased a classic formula.
"I•nity," he 'seed earnestly, ''drat the
people"-
" ' u can say that You 'don't have
o MAY here
-But I m going to stay here."
'NMI for good,-
"For mewl."
-Why'
Mark laughed shortly'. "When you're
put out of the race, you don't want to
stay where you have to watch the
others still running "g
She Inspected pim agnin, mote
closely tie thought he was sincere.
But he did not knovi. that d
espite ttep
crutches anti lain drawn white face be
had not the reelgued dispirited air of
the -num e• has aetepted a merino-
tient ...car
.
 the Mel,
"I aa long KA- you want
soggested at hest "In thee.. otneantone-
will you set the dogs „on The 'a hen I
drive doan emir *aye" •
neer ". She I reek _it ta *manes-.
telly- to nears to iedIfferenve. "if yin
really want to 
Como__ eIt's te,
 a .4,
thyll 'Anson. muyvps!se it would he a
Itteastisr. to the jumps. ,to give their
man in luve, lie began to leezsibe tLe
mills to her And as he %%cut on, into
his eurde crept the unconscious* eke
quence of a real enthusiasm Ills face
because eager. Before he had ...
he was via hie feet declaiming to ber,
wtio sit, a very attentive audleoce. HO
saw abut he described.
' Ali- she breathed, as he reached
a period. "What a life! And Yoe
could leave It?"
-You forget," he reminded her, -1
was put out of it."
. She leaned forward suddenly, rest-
ing her hand on the one that beld the
tall!. "Mark, shy done you go back
to it?"
lie jerked his hand free, as If he had
fen. a %%Inge of pain "Don't suggest
that, Unity!" he cried. "There's thaO
other aide. It a hard and cruel and
narrowing. It etas up all the best
VI -you Sometimes It kills you.
 It
makes you a machine, not your own
man. I used to feel it wheu I aim
there, sometimes terribly. Hero 1 see
it (roan a distance and I understand
be•tter. It's just on,, hellish scramble,
that life lie etopoed abruptly, with
an impatieut gesture.
"If I go back, Unity, you won't--
_Rut boa could he _phrase his fear or
interpiet the hot surging that 
drownIt?
"Rh" sighed nappliy.
Ile was soon to learn.
A man and a acr:san entered into
the most trying of human relatious.
got twenty thousand dollars Thlitli 'Both 
were young, but both bad bar
last inee-lu Bethel," deeed in the 
pursuit of selfish desire
Simon shook hie head gravely. "Ye Neither bad th
e love that
can't stand that. leave got to do chief joy i
n yielding.
sornethin.. An there's nothhe to do
here--yet."
"And never will be."
"Mebby not.. All the more reason
why that Mister Henley's tight."
-Would you have me go back to
the city?''
"You don't know what you're say-
ing,", Mark began irritably. "I could
never tak.• a pen pusher's job. elle
mills art; all I know. And that life--
you don't know it. It costs too much.
It takes it out of you, drives you like
a slave, It-I'm not fit for it now.
It-oh, let's not tale about it."
But Simon had more. than one- of
Mark's problems on his mind.
"Are ye,- he went- on, tq
marry Unity Martin?"
"I don't know. I suppose so."
Ye. don't find out putty soon,"
remarked Simon most surprisingly,
"she'lls.ouldlnclo. 
,
your keowin'. fur ye. I
Mark stopped at a window, looking
frowningly out at a rain
that dashed across the 'square of light_
Simon must have felt deeply on the
subject, for he repeated, "I wouldn't."
"No," said Mark .testily. "I suppose
you wouldn't. I don't know. But if I
do it, it will be with my eyes open-
Which-Seems a most unlover-like say-
ing.
There was an evening when he was
alone with Unity on Squire Martin's
front porch. It was one of the soft
languorous nights that sometimes
come to Bethel in early September.
They talked little and that In low
tones
Once he leaned toward her. He had
to peer closely to make out her look
of content. •
'Do aeou know," he remarked. "you
ought to be glad,' came back?"
"Indeed" And why:?"
"Have you looked in the mirror
lately? When I first came you looked
-well, cranky an -as though you
didn't care whether school kept- or
not."
"Well, of all the conceit! 1 sup-
pose you take all the credit." Thus
she admitted certain improvements.
"And why not?" he. laughed lazily.
"When you come right down to it
Unity, you never really, definitely
threw me over,"
'It isn't too late"
"Yes, it is too late."
She said nothing. But when he
reached up to take her hand he fouhd
it a tightly clenched little ball.
eUnity, do you remember the drive
I we took that Sunday before I went to
the city?-
'" think I do."
. "She thinks she does!" he apostro-
phased the night. "I have a scheme.
Tomorrow, right after dinner. I'm go-
ing to drive down here for you Unity
,
lets have the Sunday over again=
in every particular"
Again the eas
"You don't agree?"
"I-- lm not sure"
"That'you love me!"
-She she.4i her head -ma I want
to marrelou.-
lint 11 he, he drew her down and
kiseredetier, Cie 4id not resist. 'Wait,"
he, whispered 4uoasly, "until tomoo
row. ITheaelteett Will be convinced.-
, Although. whet virtu" the morrow
would hold he did not say, lie prob-
ably did not guess.'
("tatty dOenet scruple to change the 
current of anther's life; she saw no
occasion for scruples. She thought she
loved Mark But she did not believe
his expressed resolve to stay in Bethel
was, could be. 'iteoeine, or, If genuine,
that Its eaecution would be good for
him And, principally-she knew ex-
acNtle)xv't helaty gthheeywadnrloetve over much the
same reed they had taken seven years
hefore They chatted in lighter vein.
with intervals cif eloquent silence On
a, tilitop whence they could see only
other Mile and the. pinking sten they
ate the lunch put up by the thoughtful
Susan Then they waited to watch ehe
""rillenityTt what T1t9144-1-40 to note
you'"
"Nothing." oho murmured
itnod tter a e steeuaul)eiiervde h Ishai bl," tdasA : -Tell
ffielltIOUterinir Ithe in the-city
never said much about IL"
Innocent tl.'iiisti'U" Ntiletie vale- le
the trip sit fa the 'sight of a young
. , .
CHAPTER XII.
finds Its
A Man and His Wife.
In the down town offices of the
Quint)) company and in the partmeata:
room which may be. called tile head-
quarters of the Quinby army, two men
Oen. sitting late one winter afternoon.
The one was lienley himserro_
now
chairman of the company, a but stouter
than when we first met him, twelve
years ago, his arrogance a little less
evident in manner albeit time bad not
shriered the fact. The other was a
youngish man whose thin bony face
and hands and streaks of premature
gray hair spoke of physical frailty.
It was common knowledge in the
Quinby company that no one was
more welcome fa Henley's office than
the young superintendent whom the
master's influence had put n corn
mond of the big. new opeia-hearth
plant. It was even suspected that
Henley bad taken Truitt in with him
In his speculations.
At the end of a (tang discusolon of
company affairs Henley pressed a but-
ton. His secretary appeared from the
adjoining office.
"firing In the light and heat ac-
count"
The secretary returned with the ac-
count of the latest successful specula,
time Henley gave it • rapid glance
and handed it to Mark.. The latter
studied it carefully, questioned certain
Items, questioned the explanation and
finally accepted them. Henley smiled
At the Door a Crippled Beggar As
coated Them.
again He knew men who oozed halm
hesitated to question his accounts.
Everything he knew of Truitt he liked.
'Make out Mr Truitt's chece..- be
diret the secretary, who vithdrew
and promptly returned
Henley signed the check end tieliv-
ered it to Mark. The lrtte: receieted
the. accompanying voucher.
I've another thing in mime." 1:ete
Icy suggested, "Care to eo
 Ia.-
'Mark ii-ealtalett. his brow suddenly
wrinkling "I think not.' he said at
last The none of irritation did not
escape Henley. "I've my eye on a sew
house _
"I, thought you were pretty cone
fortably fixed '
Mark shruggired hie shoulders "It
ae .-aus the. neigoborhood leaves so
lue!..
thing to betdeeired."
"les" I see." Henley indicated
Mark a heavy furred overcoat, "you're
driving out Yoe can take nit' home
--unless you're in a hurry to reach
that delinquent neIghborhood -̀
A quarter of an hqur later the two
men emerged from the corridor of. the
Quirkily building At the doter a crip-
pled beggar aceosted them Henley
ignored him Mark slyly gave him a
coin
A beautifully matched team of blacks
-11.1-1L- light slv1gh as WWII
him. Evidently Mart hail not forgot
ten his early knowledge of horse soak
-
Only a man allow fortune bad kissed
could have afforded such horses 1144
-#40 -"bee shad a mar
were hardly an extraragence, &Imre
a necessity,
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mon remark, -rever thinking
that the educative process is
•.:ectinuaus.
Some school men ..are awake
to the need for a change. More
than one w add meet his •tai'es-
sional graveyard if he ohoi;thsed
the radical changes recommend-
el by Miss Lynch. Many are
ready toapress forward. but the
.alrman of the school board is
ext aspirant for higher honors,
sire) so it goes. The school is a
little factory with many ma-
chine hands and pet processes
ed a plea of guilty
their fines of ..21. 5) each. "
oroi paid res, 75-acres. fine creek bottera
land: a well imoreved place with
. In chanectionhvith this sever-'heood house, barns, stables. er-
a] persans were fined for selling chard. in fact, one of the- best
whiskey.• It is said that the in- places on the east siee. Will sell
vestigation W-ili not stop there, at a bargain now to settle- v.:th
but will be cortinued until everV-his heirs.
gambling-place in the county Neat place is a 300 farm. a
has been-broken up. The whale- miles south of Crossland. PO
sale arrests caused a sensation acres in bottom, S1,600 worth. of
owing toTthe prominence of sev- timber; three settlements. -.-
eral of the persons. •ty of barns, stables, well Watt-
-ed will sell the entire tract forJohn D. Smithy secretary of '
of specialties. Some measure w e city on buisness Mon-
their products in dollars an4. 418.11 - Card of Thanks. Easy as You Please!
Horses in Wt.r
It is one ef the grim rcah'es
of tear that mcn are cheap-
er than horses. They • can .be
more easiiy replaced. Ti --y are
not so costly to feed: nor titiee
what they eatinvolve the Luik
of transport necessary oesustain
a large cavalry force. The horse
ie a commodity whose price may
be expected to advance in this
i•ountry most rapidly. No doubt
711e buying will be through pri-
vate agencies. but the destine-
••-,e • .3r- 
i
and..steely of the Beer v.".1r Il 2 . .. DENTIST'
-.1- highest -praise of any- general. ........0
a ftetr Lord lasiaeateeee, ta-aN;.gaeee
to he 
pre ent Fi 
eld 
ar 
shal Oil ice Oa r Pe. t • ice in Cat-
French.' -He-has the rare 'talent •
of handling cavalry in tnat.•;s..
Cavalry generak are bora ratio •
or than made. and the I :erman
Stan' paid him the coinnliment
,•:' likeninh him' to Ney and
Phil ale:eh-lane It must eeatify
them to find how accurate their
:udgement was.
t,et ih•• rah used un his horses
- e Ia,ar nar at a rate which
• i t,• War ti!l?e and the
!aiteth taxeayer, two institth
:,.r.e e:-.•, do not always realize
that you cannet have •omelettes
without breaking eel!. Gener-
al French's cavalry tactics in e
the- present campaign have won -
unetitted praise from expert ( r j n 
oi 
fl
A, IL GRER 
.,
critics. But he must have used
up horses at a rate whieh may t PH YSICIMAN -
be easily explained - why the
Germans haveeleeen able to re-
form their finesh- behind the
Aisne - a manoehvre perhaps
principally • intended to restore
the lines communication and te
repair damages.
the Kentucky Southwestern '$3'756' 
Better see these plaees.
-Electric' Railway-& Power Co., Murray Land Co., J. D. Hamil- uorn Comas Off as
•
McCracken County
ton. Manager:
s'Oeur-IC Salag Used he !
.. being arnpoesible for me to ---t--t a L r .1
I Fair and Races
i $10,000 in Purses and . Premium:: ,
IVESTOCK POULTRY
: 1
EXHIBITS
FARM PRODUCTS
•
•
0
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'feasted at the postoffloe at Murray, Kentucky, for transmission through
the mails as second class matter. '
• ,, - • - „ „
THURSDAY. OCTOBER I, I914
HIGH- -CLASS RACING
OCTOBER
e_.
Order .of Electioa.
Tills day cam« E. It. Roes and W.
I'. Dulaney, resident., anti legal vot-
ers of Maaisteriai litstriet No. 4.- iu
Calloway county, Kentucky, and til-
ed a petition signed by theinsel.
46
of selidefense was as good in
the case of a hog as in that of a
man. Of course the hoi‘couldn't
heatify but no doubt if it had
been able to do so it also would
have put in a plea of selfdefense
Anti tiorre than n4 other residents and -probably as good a one as was
Akitasl.. ot-n. of said aaal 1. offered by the man, for wasn't.
dears alai legal voters ot hisigtider- 
he, by his own admission, eh-as- -an slid J. A. Myer", rest-
141 Ilit•frit•i NO. :I, Canoe ay et.illtIfV., ing the animal when it turned
State Journal.
Tbe Real S7hool of To-Morrcw. cents. Some dote on the -ratio tttabeYr I t
_ ,I:itetckyi., and tiled is petition sign- upon him'? 
and tout., than
reii.....n.:teand legal voz, r,.. ..f 
New Concord.
per capita cost of instructions said Di...net. a.klniz the court to
I Pictorial Itecieu to the amount of coal burned. ninke the necessary order for Ut
submission of the question -Are youElla Frances Lynch wrote a- But the majority of people'
constructive serits of articles caritiot be thinking much about i,":1""' or 
it unlawful for
for Pictorial Review criticising education or else they WOUld 
etpielec a 7u tit it: r.;00( w. o twou11)
our Pubic School methods. We earnestly seek for the school °fiend uutaan,..ea hinde tu etaet.teruo
quote as follows from the 8500 to-morrow where the teacher' Distr.cts Nos. 4 and T.
Prize Later written in answer will be a matter craftsman-an 
I comity. Kentucky." anJ the said Pe-
to this series: artist and not a machine hand. 
ittioners hetet deposited with tilt.
ne o willtake precious hu-
man clay-the child--and fash-
ion it into varions shapes -rather
dump it into a common mold
between the leavers of tradition
and uniformity. One who will
think of the child of to-morrow
--sound, accomplished, an d
beautiful in body; intelligent
and sympathetic in mind: never-
.ent in spirit and productively
!efficient.
I But gradually the school will? come. But not until you and I
1 -all of us -begin to realize that
the only eurpose of education is
development of human health.
A TEXAS WONDER.
The Texas V• onde • cures kid-
ney and bladder troubles, dis-
solves gravel, cu-es diabetis.
weak and lame backs. rheuma-
charge on motor cvelee. _Maury minalaii.V-1-a-Sys 441404-119T; - b•Y Your-drwaglat  irl-a he-41*Ilt by . .
"I don't see Kow his teacher mail on receipt of Sie• . Of .e
small bottle 14 two months' treat- 
Records For September Broken. ...v. ,... : •,,. • a .
' ----ii!,,..s.- .,..: ...,r, .• 
, . . , , „ ..„, In the Geraan Staff teen- i , 1 -
puts up, with him." A child - Sept.-
may have adenoids, but it is the meat, and seldom fails to perfect W-e-:arleaoh. a 2"...-Ce . : • t a • .1, -- -
school man that .discoaers ti.4m, a cere. _ eSeehlefer Kentucky weether.reeerie fiir Aptemleer
not the parent. - To hours a teht.:lhorliais. Dr: Ea W. „Ham, were brokeii in a number of
week of mantle! training -takes
the place of daily chores at So
'2 9,'! d6 Oneby  druggists.s  t s". L.,2,..:.s. M o . cahhes hi et night andefhis Inch .. re.: aee t, --- •7-
. — ---- -- — 
fling. Frost was reported frcer.
- • • .0-eet . a ,.. - 1.:-.. e ,,e.
Where is the blame. Ask the
first grade teacher and she will
say it is the requirements of the
second. Ask the grammar
school teacher and she will say
that it is the first year of the
high scho)!. Ask the high
school man and he will say the
college: Ask the college-but
why continue.' All remind me
of Thomas Nast's famous car-
toon of the Tweed ring where
every man standing in a circle
has his right hand pointing to
the next man with the words
underneath, "Who's to blame?"
It is easy enough to get a
schooling. Just go to school:
that's all. You will find plenty
of books, fine . buildings and
printed courses. But whether
these things constitute an eduea-
tion or not is a difficult matter.
The education process has been
8,000 Sail.
London, Sept. 24. -The Amer.
pick. ican relief committee announced
' When an advance is checked to-day 8,000 persons had sailed
much is said about the exhaus- for America during the week,
ton of the Men. Exhaustion of , making a total of 95,000 depar-
the horses is a far more serious tures since-the war began.
matter, because the men -can
Bilious? Feel hesary after din-
tism, and all irregalanties of the 
biliouS attacks.
. ble for much of theturned over ththe sehool. "Next i• litge of cattle Sod • 4 •• r • t
year I can take up bridge." says
one, "as Mary then goes to the
Itidneys and bhoker beth men
and women. Regulates bladder
J 'War of the I, Downy County court
As I have not seen anything
from this vicinity in some time
I will drop you a few lines.
Health is very good- -with the
exception of bad colds.
A child of Mr. and Mrs. G. P.
Kline died Sunday and was bur-
ied Monday at New Concord.
the •uni'of Ten I rollers, which sun: ,
the court doth adjudge. is suntei. Billie Lawson and Ike Wilker-
to defray 114..- pritises of said . 1,-e- son are riding day and night
buying cattle.
(ion. It to now therefore ordered that i
the election °Mores uf severs, 1. Mr. Joe Thurman died Sunday •
voting precincts ill 4111,fitalPrifil Dia- after, walking over...his farm
Arleta NUN. 4 and Calloway county, Saturday. He ate a piece of
Kentucky. at tl,.• a.st regular el. C. Watermelon Sunday , and died
non to be holit on filo third day shortly after.
November. 1914, open a poll in thtir
several voting places at such tint., Cutting•tobacco is the order
and place es is prescribed by law foi , of
Wild elect ion for the purpose of tak- 
the day.
ing t s-ense of coteri in They are having a nice time
Magistexial Districts N04. 4 sod 5. at the debate every Friday night
Calloway county, Kentucky. It is -at this place, and have some
-further oroerel thet tiotICe of -aid good music. Come out and hear
order for au election on said ques
them.
Don in said DiAlrieb. on said uto....
tion publiehed in at lesim four .
sues .1 a newspeper published A:. There will be Sunday School
Calloway county. Kentucky. at lees! at the church here next Sunday
'20 days befoie sail election, said
at _ o'clock. Come out. andpublication to be made in. the roes
paper -haring the lar;t-st bona fi.1. spend the evening.
, irentetion .aid and ...L..:
Deafnese Cannot be Curt dr.,quired state ti
I: is debired to pr..hitat it.- zunnir
soon rest or be recruited,, but
the lost horses can only t . 
Compleionbe re _ ner'.' Bitter
sallow? I.iver erhaps needsplaced at a costly expenditure ef
waking up. Dtime. N. tieuht the motor is s Reglets r
cents at a!
• • stores.
• • re-f in Ma,.Tisterta. Instr.-lets N.,- - . i- one. .1 V transportatimi in the aresent
. Calicoo zty I• 7.' " .t, ity , wan: but it chine: hanhIle .artil-
troubles in children. If not sold . -4' cry in the th !41, 11.1 cavalry can- .—kindertearten." "1 aannot make . t . Br qic!i. Cl. '
the Middle Atlantic and Nee-
Ehgland Seates and the
Ohio Valey. The Laves: lem-
peratares record fur Septem-
her were recorder! a' Richm-nd,
Va . where it was :'1 dee.reese
meet and personally thank the If' „„ .
mefnbera of the church, neigh- ".
bona • friends, doctors, ntirses •
and all who have extended syo.---
:..Ithy and help to me ..and-• ne,
:amilyaluring7thy_late 'illness. I
eike this othihrthnity to pubiie-
.• thank •all. also desire •:e
lank. our Heavenly Father- foe._
• •.storingt. health one Who his
,etsn' se near death'e. deur. E..
Drinkard.
Unique. Trial.
A man was tried at,. flarrols
hare the other day charged with '
shishinga hok acme the snout
with a pocket knife: He put up
.nsue•+ssfui plea of selfdefenae
a
a.sserting
 that the hog Wit-; In
: this cornfield and he was trying
to chase it out when it turned
and charged upon him. In which
V1 Use. the Ex•
The world supply of horses is
limited, and the etTect of com-
mandeering is likely to be felt
in next year's plowing, to say
nothinkof the harvest. It is
well enough to talk of the wore-
en .and the old men attending to
the sowing anti harvesting,' But
the horse is a imperative 'neces-
' • eity in such agricultural work,
and lees absence will be severely
felt.
The hersAi.intieed one ofetire-
sinews War.. Perhaps. anoth-
er. •eitaa16'---eimportant though
• Ii'-rent. is gasoline. The ex--
0 haustion of these two .essentials
may be a matter of life and
death to tiernny at no diaTilnt• -
:
. '
• Tte r4..tilW in the throat. hoarseeft.,t-t t ti- I. 41 or ,; rii:c 1 •1 1.• , . • ness, loss of veate, indicate the' I ,
c- .• -1 4. 1 need of ItAI,L.VhP0A 110Or
744 dr: • I' /11-•11C';') QVI11 1 11 •• i t .„
.o.‘ ••• " • •‘` • ' • -%% 51.4 sy laet taill 4,1..4, c tii it "%Digit, qtliPt t hyt.cOngh ..iffijti re-
mora- th.it stvSies healtittfu the brutittsal
. Ch.V.n lon the Ipmtr ...re- aa
.rty pae. Tr...mare haleativor sr "beret .4 k. 50e, and Cleowith ale rasove ne veer. butes',
tag or d.ingisr mem' moon pill` bottle. Sold by l/alemore !Imbiber *Nom, tilt AVIV With
"4:4714,-1 ve rh.--ioacost-sentsa
ittatni line %Mach anti F.thel ,
Office in Farmers &
, Merchants Bank Bldg
MURRAY, - RFNTUCkir
dipC>••C:).o•cz>0.:::>•Cp•
•<=)•C:)411.CDO040-CleCD,40
T. B. House
Physi;.ian and Osteopath
OFFICE: • McD.Iniel House.
Ciinlb. 'Phone No. 10/
4o,..._-Th•c_m4.u••40 4o
.Cook G Erwin•
ATTORNEYS-AT-LA W
- _ 2 1- •
Slate awl
• heat-ea-I,
Office Vpstairs Citizens
Rank Budding.
i Walter G. Johnson, M. D.
 tun-
bit 
Medical anti Surgical •sore . .-er4 es Tees. earn ?Ain& O lfield. • .
- 
treatment Iii.geases6 ay fif.lperaT9 eliffiltillitt% rt ha rot etwen cora; \thin t. wino. or wants. . . •• trusty blade and put three large -elreahc TeL.,,0" t, d Farmer invito you to look I*
<1
ti•
see_
- ,
•
•••••••.•  ••••••••••••.* .....••••••••.•
4
1847 ROGERS BROS.
Silivr Flats
that Wears"
lver
Of Pr ven CNaality
Rich design an etined_bcauty in kni es, forks, spoons
and fancy tier pieces are not a rrhutes of solid
silverware alun skill born of lunge perience has pro-
duced in the 1 ous 11147 ROGERS BROS. si er plate effects in
pattern and de n %hi...1111411,e its name for beauty second only
to its reputaitoii for quality—"Silecr Plats that Wears.'
Sold-41 leading dealers everywhere. Send for catalogue
"CL." showing all patterns.
INTERNATIONAL SILVER Co.,
Stler.IIirmr lir biwn,len 11ntAnni• (
MERIDEN. CONN.
tion will be the field of battle.!
and the nation which commands
thc sea is likely to have first;
4 13. F. BERRY
Both •Photles 26
rtmeer..-01- the --hog proseetited,-“rp,tv-11- pr4irirriy-b!".14 4,4,1;rticity buying:- --Ovesalitsa- now ••-
4.••••• wire sairiritraitetriets 
•
Fedsced Ratecon Radr•mds and Steambeita.
O. H. Clopton
PHYSICIAN
BOTH 'PHONES
KIRKSEY, - KENTUCKY
ye, Ear, hose and Throal :
ce - ••
•
•
e•
•
4 114
-4-
0,040
sRYIELL
•••••
Have you s
hearse of J. I
Will pay 22
Thomas, Par]
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bargains in
Ben Grogar
farm near I
W. D. Kelley
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tion given to
Cafe. -Johns
Mrs. B. B.
was here We,
of relati Vela
Will pay
Thomas, Panl
Dr. E. T.
cah, transact
city last Satu
Gatlin Brat
in the city V:
ness.
The MUM
Paris ‘Vedneo
sit' at a politi
Mire. John
Coldwatere-is
culosis.
Hot lunche.
things to eat
town is Ozar:
Hicks.
Will pay 2`4
.Thomas, Parl
e D. E. Book
Bank of Hai•
ty Monday.
Dr. Newt
Murray Surc
returned frot
he has been :
ing special i7.1
school. -
--- ,75fra With
who bat beei
rrexhis much'
in the city NI
. relatives.
.1. M. Bail,
of the ceunh
San Antonia.
• Will remain
with his eel
We learn :1
that the here
Beale g
are leavinz
from which
time age.
Poultry an
Will Pay 10.:
large y,u
sprinag wei
must have •
these prices
This is the
next year.
4P
•11
h.,
himself,
yo:a- 4101
PqSIT-
Do
'this 1st
sure rcn
•
•
V.
41,
•.-
111
Have you see
hearse of J. H.
Will pay 22h c
Thomas, -rafter
•••
•
• 4,-•
• • • • • • • • • •-•  • • * • • • F. C. Boren, chief clerk for Palley Weida•
.uset, AND PENSON•L • the N. C. & St. L. R. R. of Le
x•v
•  • • • •-• 4-11.-** • * • • • agent for settle of Gorden, Tenn.,
at new grey were her
e the paet week the
guests of their brother, O. L.!Thin's?
s for eggs. — 
Boren.
•
eteturee 
1-Lsving purchased
• ington, Tenn, and H. P. Boren,
mbial atten-
t the Ozark ,weeks ied baby, which own It re
• day mowing of last week. .
of Hazel' I Ladies wil tiM a rest room
was here Weinesd y the guest! prepared for em, and you are
of relative. !welcome at th pew 5, 10 and
Will pay NO cents for eggs. • 5cVarietySr.y-S
Thomas, Parket.& Perdue. I Mrs. Bud Kimbro, a well
Dr. E. T. Russell, of Padre known lady of the Pine Bluff
cah, transacted business in the section of the county, died Tues-
city last Saturday. 'day of this week after a linger-
Gatlin Brandon. of Hazel, was 
I ing illness. She was about 65
in the city Wednesday on busi- years of age acid Id bury ived by
nesse la husband and.children.
The Murray Band went to The name—Dean's inpir s con-
Paris Wednesday to furnish murlfidence—lsoats44{ifney Pills for
se; at a political speaking.
Mrs. John Finney, of near
Coldwater, is very ill of tuber-
culosis.
Hot lunches
things to eat an
town is Ozark Ct
Hicks.
Will pay 22ti cenfedfor eggs.—
Thomas, Parker & Perdue.
D. E. Booker. cashier of the er it wiil be to l•
Bank or Hardin, was in the ci- see W. M. West. +
ty Mc.nday. two to '.urnish
Dr. Newton Evans, of the grades fresh fic
Murray Surgical Hoepital, has
returned from California,. where
he has been for Fume time tak-
ing special course in a medical ,
eeheot " ". -
of PadocaltH
who has b-en eufferieg of. e zr-
111T:is rveh improved end vete
in the city Monday theguest of
relat've.s.
.1. M. Bailey, of .the west side
of the e.-teity, leaves to-day for
San Antonia,. Texes, Where be
will remain. through the wintei.
with his eel who resides there.
We learn as :ye go to press
that the berglare who broke in
Beale & Wehs store last week
are leavinz ferthe reform seheel
from which they eseaped a sited
time ago.
Nice tables and
tion given to ladies
Cafe. —Johnsonet:
Mrs. B. B. Wea
, Cafe under New Murray Hotel.
Broach & Joues. have some, we will appreCiate yo atron-
bargains in Flour d Feedstuff. age. Ilsn Johnson & hicks.
Ben Grogan ha exchanged his The many friends of W. T.
farm near Providence for the,Holcumb and wife extend to
W. D. Kelley residence in Hazel. the bereaved parents their e4m-
e.
kidney ills. Doan's Ointment
for skin itching. Doan's Reg-
lets fur a mild laxitiye. Sold at
at drug stores.
11 hours, best Have ou ex.am i n (.1 t Lose
best. place in steel vaults that J. H. Churchill
Johnson & carries in stock'.' 1{.(7 has a vault
Poultry and Eggs _Wantei. --
Will Pay 10e ft hens; 11C for
large y( u- elter i kens; 12: fo •
sprinsg weighing, isier 21 11 8.,
must have empty raws. Pay
‘1? .these prices until Oct. 6
This is the highestf ice until
next year. - B. H. ritmWn &
1
pathy over the loss or their six
• '
Will pay 12 cent for spring
chickens, 2 lbs and under; 10c
for hens and large chickens,
without feed.---.T. J. Holcomb
, Co. 9242
'also store house and good stock
of geode, th loc,ated on same
lot just ou ide city limits on
state road. I. sell or trade for
small farm nee Murray. — Vir-
gil Wilson, Murray, 9174'
When the chest feels on fire
and the throat burns, you have
, ad you need HER-
BINE to get rid of the disagree-
able feeling. It drives out bad-
ly digested fo&01, strengthens
the stomach and purifies the
bowels. Price rit)e. Sold by
Dale & Stubblefield,
Mrs. Callie Speary, a former
. teacher in the public schools of
this place :and well nemembered
by a number of our citizens,
!now located in Nashville. was
!here the first of the week the
!guest of friends.
I J. R. Kennedy and bride re-
turned Tuesday afternoon from
i an extended wedding tour of
!the south. A reception given
in their honor by the Murray
Surgi :al Hospital Thursd ay
night of this week was attended
than is' guarantee for fifty by a large number of friends.
years to keep out Water. 9243 Judge Jas. T. Webb, of May- are in charge of the school this
Fertilizers. BefOie making field, candidate for Judge of the year and they are lepdingevery
your purchase oç wtyeat fertiliz- Court of Appeals, was. in Mur- assistance in thefrpower. to the
interest. to , ray last Monday, attending coun- upbuilding of the league. and
le is in a po- ilty court and also to be present the splendid school?
-ou• . the best at the obening of the 'campaign
he factories. in behalf of the state ticket. .16 Pounds Supr $1.00
ie\t.etttr pre- Judge Webb was formerly a cit-
Bishop Murrah. of Jackson,
Miss., will preach at :Goshen
next Sunday morning at 11
o'clock and at the Methodist
church in this place Sunday
night. He comes to Calloway
to dedicate the new Goshen
unite sati—will—fia—from horse
so Paris, Tenn., where he will
preside at the annual confer-
ence of the Memphis district
the first week in October.
Joe Thurman, aged about 75
years, died at the home of his
brother, J. M. Thurman, east of
Peittertown, Sunday last and
the remains were laid to rest
Monday in the Barnett grave-
yard. Mr. Thurman was a
bachelor and had many 'friends
who will regret to learn of his
death.
Calloway Needs More of Them.
J. H. Cht1tch
pared than *
order; for c.
ill robe.> an
the- big stoe'
rieseand the trice is right too.
Gene Pei-Lai:Wand Wife. of El
Paso, Texas. arrived in the
countY-the ptst week ..and will
seencithe next few moftths here
the guests of their parents. Jas.
L. Perbaeo and Frank Beet-
Wrieht, of the estern part of the
cunt.
I have a nice grey hearse and
a black 'heatse or my white
trade exclusiv
a new coohne
eseroes exeluses
Churchill.
I. P. Turnbew and Miss Love
Oebron were quietly married at
the Caldwell h by Rev. D.
T. Sealdin'e. Wsdneed ay. The
bride is a talsnttel young woman
and the groom is a hustling eoang
farmsr ot the Murray - section,
where they will reside.—Paris
Post-Intelligencer. •
(11
A Becoming Hat
does more than any-
thing else to make a
Smart Appearance.
IMI=a
We believe, in fact,
we know, you will
find in our -stock
some hats which
would be particular-
ly BECOMING TO I
YOU.
•••=1
Won't you give us
the opportunity to
show them to you?
MRS. INEZ B. SALE
EAST SIDE COURT SQUARE
Over Thomas, Parker & Perdue
er was to fill
ns, ceskets, Lure
ite on account of
geode he car-
y,and also have
eard for white
iy. -- J. 11.
go,
• ...
4-• .
• 4.r.,
77//5 PROSPEROUS BUSINESS
!MAN WAS A "PRUDENT"
YOUNG MAN. NE BANKED
IHIS MONEY. ARE YOU
BANKING-YOURS?
7
-'1,raotre.A.
pi-04.46v es orv to im who MAKES ii flor.
himself. .I,t is c y ai.iLou will dimly do • what
your oommon $ Ilse _Os ye.il 1.,.) b work. save. DE-
PpSIT.your niGty and let it sta • in the hank. .
' Do rot dabble in 'GET- RIC QUIGK. speculation."
this is the sure roll to U1N. Play SAFE: this is the
sure road to SUCGDSS.- -
Mike Ol.112 bank YOUR bank.
,vie pay interest on time deposits.
CLTIZIN$RA NIL.
1.,4 • -•
 bi..41 11MillEMEIM===*,mato.. -
-
ing clothes:
"Some housekeepers_believe
in boiling the.clothes before rub-
bing, and some do not believe in
boiling them at all. Others be  -
live that clothes are made yet. hosT.—teee link cuif button will:
low by boiling. Boiling does "t1ltP arid 1+' r.ard 
f,iter 
your
nter
not make clothes yellow. Clothes' t'n
become yellow when they are
improperly rinsed, when there
is iron in the water or a deposit
of iron is formed from theboiler
or by the use of an impure soap.
On the other hand, boiling takes
an important part the disolu--
tiOtI and nevoval of the soap
which expert housekeepers, who
know that the soap must be re-
moved if the clothes are to keep
their' color and wearing quali-
ties, willrecogniee as an indis-
putable reason w _clothes.
should be boiled,—and boiled af-
ter rubbing. In these days of
sterilieing, it seems illogical to
accept as clean, un bo i 1 ed
Obituary.
t *At the command of God the
death angel entered the home of
Clyde and Bertha Kesterson and
taken from them their only
'child little Loucile.
I Loecile was one of the most
'lovely children we knew and
being the only child of her ear-
' ents she had of course entwined
'herself around their very soul.
She was nearly three years old.
All that four doctors could de,
all that kind friends could de,
all that hiving parents (-mild do
availed nothing, for the Father
had said child come home. She
was perfectly resigned and so
willing and ready to take every
dose-of -medicine that was offer- 7
ed her without murmer com-
plaint.She looked so sweet as she
lay on her little couch watching
the movements of those about
her. %V-hen the last moments
came her little face seemed to
have ceught the glew of heaven,
from_the_pearby gates that
stand ajar. -
We would say to sorrow-
ing
her
parents, while your hearts
o
I1J014
WINTER
Prof Frank tan J demon
struhcs Met C-10D LIITR 01
generates more body-heat
than anything cut'.
In SCOTT'S KIIIULSTON the
pure oil is e• mewed that the
blood profits trews every drop;
while it fortiliee threat and lungs.
If re.. a.'. oolkj••et to cold boils
or he. t fof wog ellutol sod cot, It OW
imiko !WT.)
5.• or.• mootlkiburi orotek rIs rood
*Ara& -NB
14 ..t RUUIS SUSSIITUTtit.
ise
1,•••
the eyes: it has; worms: and as
long as they remain is the intes-
tins, that child will be sickly.
WHITE'S CREAM VERMI-
RICE clears out the worms.
strengthens the stomach and
bowels and puts the little one
on the road to health and cheer-
fulness. Price _25c. per bottle.
Sold by Dale & Stubblefield.
Tier Ledger acknowledges re-
esipt of a sack of splendid flour
made by the Lynn Grove mill,
:old sent to us with the comlik-
ments of the new owners of the
mill Myers & Galloway. This
new firm assumed the manage-
r11:0 of the mill sonic two
weeks ago anti both are experi-
enced meehanies and well known
citizens and will devote their
entire time to the mill. The
Ledger wig for them the sue
cess they deserve. s
Mr Mike Griffin, a %Idiom Pa-
dweller) whe now lives in Mur-
ray, was in the city yesterday
mixing among his friends, wile
are many. Mr. of cpurser
is still in the tobacco businear,
for he-would be like a fish snit
of weet#r at anything else, and
is the leadin buyer in -the old
izen of this county, and taught
his first school at the Broach
school house, in Swann precinct.
He has piety. friends here who
evill be glad to support (him in.
his present race.-
XI you who have torpid liver,
weak digestion or constipated
bowels,kbk out for chills. The
season is he and the air is full
of the dieease M3. The best
thine to do is to g your liver in
good condrtioe an purify ihe
stomach and bowels. HERBINE
ie the right remedy, it answers
the lAirpose completely. Price
50e. Sold by Dale & Siubble-
- "Wets" to Take Appeal.
Nlaysville, Ky., Sept. 29.—Oee
ing to Unrie Rice 7e: refusal to
calLa seperate election for this
city when petitioned by the li-
quor people it is claimed the
"wets" are now making prepar-
ations to take yesterday's result
to the Court of Appeals. The
It was the pleasure of a Ledg-
er representative to attend the
monthly meeting of the school
improvement league of the Out-
land school district last Friday
night. A program of special in-
terest was prepared and a num-
ber of interesting addresses
were delivered. This league
has accomplished much good for
the school of this district and a
very large crowd of enthusias-
tic pupils and patrons were pres-
ent. Prof. A. D. Butterworth,
ass i ;ted hi Miss Ruth Raines
-
- With each $5.00 cash purchase
we wiil sell 16 pounds sugar for
$1.00.--Broach & Jones.
 . -
New Comet Near Bowl of Dipper.
Pseele interested in star gee-
ing will find a new object of in-
tereat in the skies this month.
It is a new comet called the
Cornet Eferav—an and it is just
below and a little to the right
of the bowl of the big dipper.
It has a clearly defined head,
and tail of one to two degrees
in length. Ir. cannot be seen as
well with the naked eye as with
opera glasses. It appears in the
early evening.
The comet has been seen ".
through the telescope for about
two months, but it is just now
becoming visible without the
use of glasses. It will be visi-
ble for about two months lon-
ger.
$1 4.6.iMit&SliagKii,611185115511ita
methods in the whole process of CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS.clothes washing. Following is
what she has to say about boil-
The Booze Escaped
L F. 'Jackson, of Clinton, wasofficial majority of the eouty for
the "drys" is 333. seriously injured Tuesday after-
- on the race track at the
If your child starts in its sleep, t fair grounds when his Ford ma-1
grinds its teeth while sleeping.!chine turned a complete smiler-
picks at the nose, has a bad sault, while speeding around
breath, fickle appetite, pale corn-, •tne race course. The machine
plexion, and dark rings under' after sliding and slipping turned
turtle and went against a fence,
badly wrecking the machine and
bruising up the driver, Mr.
Jackson. His collar bone was
fractured, gash cut in his head,
knee injured and many other
bruises inflicted. He WAS tak-
en to the office of Dr. John Die-
mukes where the injures were
dressed. In the machine when
the accident occurred were Mr.
Jackson's small child and color-
ed nurse. Mrs. Jackson and the
smaller child remained out of
the machine. saying that they
did not care to make the ride.
It is miraculous that no one of
the occupants_ of - the- machine
were injured except Mr. Jack-
son. Two qyarts of whiskey
and two quartwof gin, said to
have been in the auto, were not
broken in the smashup. Mrs
Jackson is said to conact a bar-
ber shop in Clinton. MWie
Messenger.
Why Clothes Should be Boiled.
• In the October Wont:meat-love
Companion appears a most prac-
ticaLarticle entitled "The Wash-
ing of Clothes." The author
t.critteor 0TT ra °gray. radu. gives. a cothplete destrIptioki of
• .News-Dozno.crat. ". • Iscsts
•
lim•der ti l• thei.rrt)orsnents he warped al doe
ale ) r• oft per lane .'.d,Loh) ware to the
lire. Cools mug -----.,-,on all orders. No odo••••••
mews acceored IM I... ilium 10 (-POW COMM r••• weds
aid reed cosh w.th order, No de.rolsoo hp luso WM
a Xi)) to any Gee.
- --
ror Item. •41iiall \arm. A L.* ti acres
of fine tolitero land. 17, acres good
corn land, three liktc.. fair - house.
Wnt a to rent to pl•V won ho has li
,to 
A
ck and feed tor a ne. Will make?-3
the sent satd•facto i%. Call on or
write-W.V. tlendon. urray. K3..
Itt: 7.
are torn with grief, you- have
the assurance that Loucile is
basking in the sunlight .of-heav-
en free from this dark world of
sadness and gloom.
When you have,. filled your
mission here, when your -cup of
eberow is drained to the bitter
dregs, when your work on earth
is done and-when the beautiful
-gates unfold to you you will
meet your darling in that eter-
nal home that God has .prepar-
ed for them that love him.
Vapor Treatments
for Cold Troubles
Are now usee: in all 'iospitals. The
rapers carry the rnediCu.'ien to the lungs
and air pa...sages withott disturbing the
ttomach. 11 hew Vi4I8 ap-0- (tub"
:•roup and Pneurnon4 Salve is applied
wet the throat and chest, these 'vapors
—o( Menthol. This.ol, Eticalptril. Cam-
-.her; and P.ne Ts....7-are released by the
leat of the bod7. Usually the worst
.olds go in one night—croup in fifteen
ninutes.. Viek's is fine for head colds,
Latham, and e‘tarrh, and is absolutely
whiles.. Throe siree--(rout 2e up.incics Croupalsan
Pneun
For ths Tea Table.
Oriental sweetmeats are verylZ
ular for afternoon ie tables. A t 
the first favorites are candied Chi-
nese oranges, dates. Sums and other
stone fruit crystallised by foreign
process and stuffed with nut mixtures.
Turkish paste aud_Last India articles
rif all kinds must be used. Ginger
)enbens ale easily rnsde at borne by
taking oblong pieces of preserved gag
ger and inserting these In the heart
or fine large dares, which hare bine
stoned. Draw the dais together,lati
roll in powdered sugar.
• Calls Lints.
Two eggs, one cup sugar. sht ta
blespoons milk, two tablespoons cream
tartar. one tretTa. pinch salt, one tea
spoon Savoring. Beat well; Bake is
a quick oven in covers or coffee can*
or any small round dishes. Whets
done, take from tins, fold whIl• bah
using nsothrick to keep in plats, MI
Ith whipped cream when me, be
srvis.
•
A Salmon Dainty.
On• can salmon. three egg* batten
lightly, two tabiespoons melted bet•
ter, one half cup fried Dived crumb&
on• tablespoon cornstarch. Cbalb
fish hoe beat In bowl alai WM*
spoon, add pepper and salt to tal1611.
PSI In buttered mold and steams MO
and onebilt /OWL
Try. an 1411 the Ledge-.
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REBIRTH OF AMERICAN MERCHANT MARINE
Scene on the deck of the United Fruit company's liner. Zacapa. when the British -fits was hauled dowil land
the America nag MP en,  signifying the change of the steamer to _American registry and tharebIrtk of the Amerb
can merchant marine.
CRACOW, WHERE AUSTRIANS ARE CONCENTRATING
»41101Fz-
:1
1: 
bttt
4411111;:;;k%
-
vior.
^".41....
a
Citadel of Cracow, on a cliff overlooking the Vistula. which the Austrian armies are trying to reach for a tart
stand against the Russian armies. Cracow was the capital of ancient Poland and ts very strongly fortified.
BRAVE BELGIAN BOY SCOUT
J(sepa I. Neysseut. a hos scout of
Belgium, alto has been given the
bronze medal of merit. Single-hand- i
gird he captured two German engineers.
gone uhlan and two priests who were
epee lie had fought in live engage
wen ts alien this photograph %Vs
taken, and had matte several daritig
trips on Ms bicycle carrying gbh
pat cites.
Ridicule Men Afraid of War.
1,0114/4111 Wrin1+141 - l'4•ttleOlitli • tliik
}trotog. ablebedi. d young men not is
the arms" s a eample of personal ad
vertisements in the columns of Lagndou
papers since it has become eviden!
that recruiting the army up to tb.
strength desired by General Kitchener
Is to he slow work,
Another 'reads "Doctor wife, mid
din aged. 10.11 undertake the work it
any tiameay conductor, coachman
shop aesiatant. or other married work
or with children. provided that a (irk.
11111 atidertake to enlist and fight too
his country in our hour of need.. Ai'
...aices y/1111(11 11 Ill be turtoof over
the alto anti fluidly Apply Mrs. Low
o. I Priory terrace. liewareen, 8 W
Wotalded Nine Times.
Ameea the Fretich
.ed 
wouui-
iiiroes-nt• lighting wcpg a dragnet:
avitt- }Ix bullet iced three bayon;
• wOuntile In the Apper pert of his boa,
.lea-gi,ey-raizrt to ri.e12{Clut • .
PEASANT WOMEN IN RUINED HOMES
Nese:
• "NI: Nog
• .Peasant aomeit in la lamest sears folio, tor talisugagsa in the debratsgstaaess
houses. ruined by the Germans. 1 ,
PRIESTS HELP THE WOUNPED
• ir •••is, _
•
f
l'ric -is I 11111,111 It' 4:Z.-lat./ISLAS 41. IS woo:culledLika"t
•• a
-
•
GEN. FRENCH TELLS HOW BRITONS
HAVE FACED GIANT GERMAN GUNS
London.—The omelal preirs bureau
issued a report from Field Marshal Sir
John headtmartera tin the
British oeceretious III France. The
text follows.
"The enemy is still maintaining him-
self along the %hole front and in enter
to do so is throwing Into the tight de
tech went,:silt, posed of units trona the
different formations. the mulct. army,
resent., and landwehr. as In shown by
the uniforms totAlico prisoners recently
capt ured
-Our progress..although slow on ac-
count of the strength of the defensive
noeition agalust which we are pressing,
has In certain directions. been continu-
ous. but the ,prgagent battle may well
last for some days mere before a (lo-
cation ir reag•hed, since It now as
nearly to Kig.ges warfare. •
"The (:erniatin are Milking use of
twarehlIghts This fact. ceiupled with
tileir great strength in heavy artillery.
t he. astpooeitiou • that -thay- -
employ isig material %glitch may ha e
tito4 Celle-0.4J for the siege of Parts
Confident of the Result.
"The nature of the general- situation
•fter the opg4ations of the eighteenth.
tereleenth and t w enti et h, cannot be
betterairunatiarizet than as eapressed
recentls In a neighboring French farm
mangler to ithicerps 'Having repulsed
repeated and violent couuter attacks
made by the enemy. we have a feeling
that we have betas victorious '
-So far as the Ilritish are concerned,
the course of events during these three
days can be described .in a few words.
During Friday, eighteenth, artillery
tire a as kept .up intermittently by both
sides during daylight. At night the
Germans counter attacked certain por-
tions of our line. supporting the ad-
vance of their infatitry as alaays by
a heavy boinicurdnieni lint the strokes
were not delivered a it ii great vigor
and-ceased shout a m. During the
day's fighting -au aircraft gun of the
Third army corps succeeded in bring-
ing, down a German aeroplane.
' News se-aa received also that a body
of French-cavalry had demoliehed part
of the railway to the north. cutting, at
least temporarily, one line of communi-
cation which is of particular import-
ance to the enemy.
German Attack -.Stopped.
"On Saturday. the nineteenth, the
bombardment was resumed by the Ger-
mans at an early hour and.continued
intermittently under reply-r from our
guns. Sonic of their infantry advanced
from cover. apparently- with the inten-
tion of attacking, but on coming under
fire they retired. Otherwise the day
was uneventful, except for the activity
of the artillery, which is a matter of
uormal routine rather than an event.
"Another hostile aeroplane was
brought down by us. and one of our
aviators succeeded in dropping several
bombs over the German line, one in-
F.F3. cendiary bomb falling with consider-
able effect on a transport park...near
141Feref';A buried store of the enemy's
ammunitions of war also was found not
far from Ulf, Aisne, tea wagon loads
of live shells and twcs vagonssof cable
being dug up. Traces were discoxered
of 
t - -
large ittintitiffei—el. stores having
been burned-all tending to show that
as far back as the Aisne the German
retirement was hurried.
"There was a strong %clad during
the day. accompanied by a draing
rain. This militated against the aerial
reconnaissance.
Several German Attacks Fail.
"On Sunday. the _t 'tent ieth.-4.nothing
of important-co occini4o1 until die-atter-
noon, when there was a break in the
clouds and an interval of feeble sun-
• which was. hardly powerful
enough to warm the soaking troops.
The Germans took advantage of this
brief open of fine weather to make
several attacks against different points.
These were all repulsed with loss to
the enemy, but the casualties incurred
by us Were- by no Means light.
In .one section of our firing line the
ineceriants ortho trenches were under
the iCiression that they heard a ridlt„
tar)- hand in the enemy's line Mat tie-
fit', the attack developed. It • is now
7itnewn that . the German infantry
Matted thi.oir advance with bands Play-
Ing.
The offensive against one or 40
pointa was renewed at dusk, with, no
greater success. -The brunt of the re-
idatance naturally has fallen on the in
Santry In spite Of the fact that they
have been drenched to the skin for
some 'days and their trenches %aye
been deep in mud water, and in spite
- of the incessant night alarms and the
almost continuous bombardment to
which they have beti ublected, they
have on every occasion been ready for
' the enemy's infantry alien - the latter
tittempted to assault, and they have
beaten them back wttti great hies In
deed, the eight of troop!' coming up has
been • posithe relief after long, trying
hours of Innetioli under ahell fire.
German Gannon Fire
-The object of the great proportion
of artillery the Germans employ- Is
to beat down the resistance of their
enemy by concentrated and prstIonged
fire—to shatter their nerve with high
exploalvee before .the Infantry attack
is leunched. They PP0111 1(1 have re-
lied on doing this with us, but they
hive net done so. though it hi taken
-Ahem several vostly elpariments to
di' 'ever this fart
"From. its temente of prisoners- it aP:
•,,ears that 'they 'Ave been greatly 11111.
appointed by the 'moral. effe;t pro-.
Ilt.""tti"' ̀ad armed lphrir hatiFtriffi-figs"
-Straconstioisaurstits -with
,si • act al busses fliffril. tot has
• 4.
-
.
eoloemalsexpendlture anatuunitiol.
ahlch has been ve.sted
"Ity this it is not implied that their
artillery tire is not good. It Is more
than good it is excellent. But the
British peddler IN a difficult person I,.
impress or deprcsa, ist en by  eise
sh. Ili filled with a hush exploitive,
a loch detonatg, with terrific triolence
and fitren craters large enough to act
as gray t-s for live horses
Scoff at German Shells.
"Theo German howitzer satiate are
from eight to nine inches in caliber,
and on impact they send up column*
of greasy black smoke. On account
of this they are irreverently dubbed
'coal boxes,' 'black alarms' or 'Jack
Johnsons' by the soldiers
"Men aho take things in this spirit
are. It aectur, likely to throw out the
calculations bayed on loss of morale
so carefully framed by the German
niilitary
-considerable amount of Informa-
tion has been gleaned from prisonera
It has been gathered that our born
bartiment on the fifteenth produced a
great Impreastrin. The opinion also
reported that our infantry makes such
good use of the ground that the Ger-
man companies ar.• decimated by our
rine fire before the sordig•r cart tge
:teen.
"From an Official diary captured by
the First army corps it appearsthat
one of the German corps contains an
extraordinary mixture of units. If the
composition of the ether corps Is site
liar it may be assumed that the prow
ent efficiency of the enemy's forces is
in no way comparable, with what it
a-as when the ear minute:iced.
Germans Lose Many Offieers.
"The losses la officers are metal as
having been espevially severe. A bri-
gade is stated to be commanded by a
major; some companies of foot guards.
by oge-year volunti•ere.while after the
battle of Mont ml rail our regiment lost
fifty-five out of sixty officers.
"The prisoners recently captured am
predate the fact that the march os
Paris has failed, end that their foress
are retreating, but state that the ob-
ject of this movt•ment is explained
by the officers as being to withdraw
into closer touch with the supports
aahich have stayed tee far In thereat'.
"The fifth-ere are also endeavoring
to encourage the troops by tenni;
them that they will be at home by
WAS MISERABLE
CORDN'T STAND
Testifies She Was Restored
to Health by Lydia E.
Pinkham's Vegetable
Compound.
Lackawanna, N. 1. "After my tint
child was born I felt very miserable and
could not Mind On
my feet. My sister-
in-law wialied me to
try Lydia E. Pink-
barn's Vegetable
Compound and niy
nerves becanie firm,
appetite good, step
elastic, and 1 lest
that weak, tired
feeling. That was
six years ago and I
have had three fine
healthy children 'Once. For female trou-
bles I always take Lydia E. l'inkhani's
Vt•getablt• Compound and it works like
a charm. 1 de all my own work. Mrs.
A. F. Kiteaotn, 1574 Electric Avenue,
La,kawanna, N. Y.
The SlIt'Cvs4 ef Lydia E. Pinkham's
Vegetable Compound, made fnirn roods
and herbs, unparalleled. It may be
used with perfect confidence by women
*he suffer from displacements, inflam-
mation,olceration.tumors,irregularities.
periodic pains, backache, bearing-down
feeling,Ilatuleruey,indigestion,dizzineits„
or nervous prostration. Lydia E. Pink-
ham's Vegetable Compound is the stan-
dard remedy for female ills.
- Women who suffer from thogie dis-
- -trt•saing ills peculiar to their Res should
leo convinced of the ability of Lydia E.
l'inkham's Vegetable Compound to re-
.store their health by the many genuine
and truthful testimonials we are con-
stantly publishing in the newspapers.
If yon want special advice write to
1.ydis E. n h in Medicine Vo. front,-
dentlali Lynn, Mass. Void' letter will
lie opened, read and answered by a
om.in and held in strict confidence.
DR. J. D. KELLOGG'S
ASTHMA
Remedy for the prompt roller of
Asthma and Hay Fever, Ask Your
druggist for It. Virile tor FREE SAMPLE.
NORTirOP & I 'lama CO.. Ltd- BUFFALO, N. T.
ADVICE TO THE AGED
Are brings Inlirmille•. such els slirgIghllb
weak k idner • and torpid liver.
utt's PillsChristmas. A large number of the base a ere,ific effect on these comma*.
stimulating the bowels, in e• natured iialost,men believe Mit they are beaten.
following: Recently a Pot and oh- 
Itmillorts Vigil to the whole gyiscai."Among the items of news are the
server of the Royal Flying corps were
forced by a breakage in their aero-
plane to descend in the enemy's lines.
The pilot managed to pancake his ma-
chine down to earth and the two es-
caped into sonic thick undergrowth in
the woods. •
"The enemy came up and seized and
smashed the nmchine, but did not
search for our men with much zeal.
The latter lay bid till dark and then
found their was to the Aisne. acmes
which they swam, reaching camp- in
safety but barefooted.
"Numerous floating bridges have by
now been  thrown across the Aisne and
some Orthe permanent bridge's have
been repaired -under fire On the
teentieth Lieutenant (name deletedi
of Third sicnial -itrps, Royal Engineers,
seas unfortunately drowned while at-
tempting to saint across the river
with a cattle in order to open Up fresh
telegraph cornmunrcatIon on the north.
Telephone Aid to Spies.
"Espionage is still carried on by tine
enemy to a considerable extent. Re-
centls' the suspicions of some of the
French troops were aroitaed by 'com-
ing across a farm front which the
horses had been removed. After some
st arch they discovered a telephone.,
which was -connected by an under-
ground cable with the German lines,
and the flatter of the farm paid the
penalty in the usual way in war for
his treachery,
"After_eome east', of village tight•
ing, a hieh occurred earlier in the war.
it was reported by some of our ofti•
eers that the Germans had attempted
to approach to close quarters by forc•
man. 
Ps 
Gets 
Peevish.
ing prisanerit to march in front of ,
is 
- 
what's  taaranislola
them. The Gertnana have rentl re- s ene n boaTuna' a t'tiat, sonpealed 'the same trick on a- larger 
• 
"aey
niant
si ale against he•French.'as ia shown ••4\i'd "14"g'giat's V.11.41:111by the catty nf an order issued by the a hawk.
French officials, it is therein referred
to as a ruse, but If that terra can be . No, am, %ord. Willie'arceoted it is a distinctly ilingal ruse.
'"JilurIng recent night, attack: the 
- -- --
Charges Tricks to GarQiins.
order reads, the Germuns drove a col-
umn of French prisoners in front of
-them. This action is' to be brought to
the notice .of all our irolops, ii, In
order to put them oft their guit.rti
against atteh a•dastartily ruse, ill, in
ordev.,,,that every soldier may know
how the Germane treat their prison-
era.. Our troops .must not forget that
if they allots theinseires to be taken
prittenera the Germane all not fall
to expose Oh to to French bullt•ts
"Fun her go idence has no% been'eol
lected of the militiae of the white Ong
and other signs of surrender.
'Outing recent fighting, Meg). Ger-
nian ambulance wagoinc adVtenced in
order to eolleerlite aminded... An or-
to cease fin' eaa constspiently
en to otir guns, which %s ere tiring on
this particular megaton of ground. The
German hatters- cernmundere at Oneri;--
'milt advantage of-the lull in' the.ae.
lion to, Ninth up theft' olisirvittlen bob'
ders and cui to a hayatatik• to locatit •
our rune whit-h, CO4111 afteraordk_tak; 0‘..tinery !Num.. links wg4, ear,FO—mr— utter- a nir mum Accurst...are 4•-"- Tr'you nem nets +bit'.. _ 11141,1Y _Wom4t.li_e_...htilicret letr... .1-11,8u. 1:rsE.0.44444.041vg-c-0.4...bloworniti.nsis.t:vicrul.k. Wu. 'ii..
'
AGENTS Inin.do.,•.00 new boron mum-dins or unisl,.m, rirrvons,
lb-Arr. Jinn Ulna t S. wl cla...rip-
••• it. .VF . Waal lard. lilt ALM
- Certainty Not.
"Just thing! The ertist spent ten
years painting this-picture "
"How much did he st•Il it for!" .
"Fifty thousand dollars."
"That's $;..0.0_0 a year. Not bad •Pay
a hen you work at home and have your.
own hours."
NO. SIX-SIXTY-SIX
This is prescription prepared es-
pecially for Malaria or Chills end
Fever. Five or six clOses will break
e."-y case- ,nd if  -taken then as a torte
the fever will not return. 2:.c
, His Hard Luck.
' I suppose you're. ealting for .our
skip to cumin' in."
"No, I've given UP holzeft• •
-What's the ideal-
tit:demand my wife's relazlees
have mined the harbor.'
. .
Dr. Plerge'm Plea-sit( Pellets regulate
sfel in% 10111 A.' A..111.6. 1111 et arid Isaar11,•.
s tito airy .to 0.
"De not gripe. A41% .
Same Thing.
'Way% aril Son 011 mean to
sas. that unless I mem} no Ways yoo
will not Ic•ate me a cent*?
- Father Veit, for unless you do I'll
not have a' cep to leave Boston
Es ening 'frantic' ipt
Cool a burn with lianford's Balsam
Adv.
Forst Aid to the InjureJ. -
"The maniteer of this dance hall 111
• thoughtful man "
"In what reigpect?"
'If you g•et your corn stepped on
*hiring the exeitement of the tango a
chirepodist wit( attend you without
charg.r . •
Cures Old Sorel. OtNef litomsdisi Won't Coro,
The ...rot ease% no Mater Mt how long st•odleve.
•r• the wknelerful, rell•hi• Dr.
Porter • Antnieptle ItriprOtng Oil. It relieves
P•tv • 1,1 Hnolcrlit 4.• m• tient 25.r. 50c.1111.1111
Nothing to Fear.
rthi•I Oh, Jack,, he careful tonight.
Papa's hi-on g lit home a
Jack That's all ,right. The dog
toted to belong to no. and I Stot the
dealer to sell hint to agair father
Roston Even Mg Tranlocri tit
now To Clive (Maine To Chltdrot
PRIRaItt NF. I. tl.• harle-w at k name /tyro an askagienwo.1 oninine. It fa it leetelet, Sttup, tArattesat t., tato and dials not itstnrb tt,a memo.*Children IA.. it St1(1 nestr know I. (home.Atha egmarially• &dented to- aiultt wh, cannot
•
to.
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THE MURRAY LEDGER MURRAY, FY
FOREST RESERVE
IN MOUNTAINS
TER WHICH STATES RECOM
MENDATIONS ARE MADE.
RESERVE 700 MILES IN LENGTH
Appligants T•es Guts.
The fuliteet class of attliiivalit• ;'ter
rill...Al IIIif bat( Orh lb. diet.. 1 k•par t•
aorta ot 'tuella took the etanittintibn
for tsititits Mad engineers kheut UItJ
of them omit a sleet comes. tit mitotic-
lion in the ferule-Mental pi itielplea of
mad belittling' before the szalniloInun•
STATE FORESTER RECEIVES LET• 
Thi• its the first limo- heti) a 'MI MO
ham 1104.11 Offered by the nepartment,
1,1 MI I '0111111 Ihtlitinior of Itiolgilsi K t' l'ers
till expressed the opinion that It Ite
(Beate* all awakenine Interest In the
'wail kat - side of 1(044 ro4.1 buildina•
Ile se iti t hi. ilIK atilt county
Judges at the State Fair hail a inatked
effeet and there was li% a doe
appearance_ of prejtollee aealuet Slats
Including All of Pine Mountains and at
tention to the expetelltere of county
the Pine Mountain "Fault," a Sec load funds. and 
abundant teatimony
Owl In Harlan County. tr
out county judge.. present of law
meets* sat lag* la)111111.(1 a it h luiprottel
.jsasellehtelblintt in their relief les by rear-
ilipri 141 Frankfort itrurresitetriihmcv,,)
son ol the as •Istance if expert mote
Frankfort, K. A _forest rtereese miters in ',homing the construellun and
Sou milt 4 in extent, riticluding all of the sewer% ishin of the letting of con
nue Meontain and the Pine Mountain tracts. Alining the euestione *eked
"fault." a sii, I :Oil or Harlan county ,‘,.i.,„ - RUB-NO-MORE-
north of the mom:Orlin allil Per(l(mo of lihe thy good and III effecte pf wate mit pow der
Rub-No-More
is the slogan of the
up-to-date woman.
She uses RUB-NO-
MORE WASHING
POWDER because it
cleans clothes quickly
without rubbing and
disinfects them at the
same time.
Letctier and ('lay, ha. bee" it MI 1 ifi ill'itl111111. usrat el. earth
ressimmentiod t•. iho F."1- and rand road Tell how the 111 ef
RUB - -MORE
WASHING POWDER
is audits& dirt re-
mover for clothe*
It cleans your dishes,
sinks, toilets and
cleans and Ilstrefirtlf
your milk crocks. It
kills germs. It dots
not need hot water.
RUB-NO-MORE
Carbo Naptha Soap
Five Cents-AU Grocer s
est Seto ice Ii) the reconnaissance crew b., 0,.
...,....n.... Answer0, The Rub-No-More Co., Ft.Wayne, Ind.
which hug been eitioteed In Eestern dotal!.
Kentucky all su Hillier, according t•) a. lial What are- underdraina awl how
letter receivt•il by State Forester J. E., may les 1)4. onistrucieti7 Cite all
Burton. : lite different tYpee,
Tht. Crew also will -rertrmniettil a Am) in what vim
federal forest reserve of Owen' litI,IIIIII .'','a my I i i 1' i• the ad t a ntage 'if ute
acres just west of the coal Pleasures derilralne.
On the bottler of the Wee tirass Tbs Give in detail tie imints that should
areas will onniOriso About 47.11,0410 lt, ettli•Itli•feil III oleti•I IIIIIIIIW I he nix@
' acres. . and type id culverts this is washing
The crew will go to the Nlationoth 10 iiVelattill artill 1111 I Ile ends"!
Cave region and In estigate Ili,' adv I' i• Is Clay or loam nil % Attila gettilla Ili
sablity of locathig a fereet filierVe Lti a Sid reads eonstruction" Miteutlant
there. toad cetistruction? Dist-twit fully for
. J. Q. Ward. em extetive ag nt of the ea. Vu material, giving the per cent of
.Fish and naine.Coinontseloti, expreosiel ('5%- tir 'loam that shiitild lie itsettl. If
delight when he leasitea -,fmi the gev any. What t)'ite of hinder iiii soil lire.
ernnictit to. ronteniiilatIng so large a lee's' Give yiiiir reasims
forest reserve in the heatt of th. Kum What la the %-eight per cubic yard
tucky' Meantains. as the government I I crushed. or brilken stone, for -road
alwass has been ready to establish :1,„sisqs,ss ma. many „dd., yorgb, of
government game presserves in well.ohniken stone is vont:tined In a ear 36-
adapted forest -reserves.. and the - Pine ;.f.,...t.., bong, .ii, r,,,,t ,, illo„,„.;,!,,. 7, foil
Mountain country offers a fine oppor- I e inches. (I•itiV! I :i i . ow weight of the
lenity ter. the conservatiou of bill I some co:owned Iii ibis car. Stem all
- 
lame.
Oetting Down to Business._
"An- you as perils t pliyett•ally a.
you gritillt to be?" lie asked.
repr.cti. ,
"Iltim there ever been ..utiy insanity
In your futility?"
-Net er•-!'
depra%eil taste of any
kind?"
"Certainly toil "
"Are our teeth in gittel condition
and do you see and hear perfectly?"
By Prot, H. A. Heston.
Various eitegeetions have been made
in reglad to the steps to be takvil by
farmers in reference to the stiortalist
of Polak' In their fertilizers, t•aused
by the greens redutod rhintuenta of
Potted' from normally eines the first
of Ausuel. Most of the Fertiliser Cane,
Itatiles have etidratored to miskt. the
Vetoed pu hand go as fur as poneible
otelling for the present brands of
fertlii‘ers ceintaitilug only 2
or per cent of Potamh and %Unbolt'.
ing from Pale brands containing larger
he I re« option von bear niuch elsiut F y•
act!! Is absurd. for ever) schoolboy
knima that one plaidetood cennot take
the place MI' metther There tire 
5(11103indirect fertilizers. nueh line., g)p-
sum and salt that call release limit- lir taken redliancleil
anetunt of Punt hill from some moils "Itecause he was a grioe hand
 "
that contain lo dotted silleates of Alu - - -
mina and Pool ail But If these rolls occasionally a titan doe. a
have already been treated atilt little deed by mistake.
or hurt. reivived repeated ilres_sings
of the usual forms of fertilizer con.
lath ubling sole. phosphate it Ii It itc•
(-.nmpanyIng g) wont, loll .1 he Punish
ill the hydrated eillcates hos to a bog'
extent,. &treads town replaced mei
use or more lime or If) or salt
stolid not be expected to release much
additional Potaeli. Ground limeetone
or ()Oster shells act too slowly to be
tired as Potash releasers.
The residue of soda left in thesoil-
fly filtrate of inore effective In
releusing Potash than is Ry11.0111 111Id
hence geode. In hich the nitrogen Is I
"Art. you ever bothered by insomnia largely in the (eon lif nitrate of. soda.
lir headache or Indigestion?"
"Net at all."
"Thank heaven. Now 1014 make
love a little while."-Chicago Herald.
SHORTAGE remind. d lb.. attending iiilialetyf 
The PopularA Ni lilt II 11111 II 011 hie deathbed. %.•
that the limit iif dt-gill Is an hour for Mexican Dish
,h,. butilehleg of all ill feeling
ter unlvereal furgIvenves 
a tin' AsDobaiteet as it ta el.'. 1. ow
ii• was a Slistireger, and lila feud
with the Meelabe had been lioliable Ko
Ilium clergyman, with nisi family • per
mission and asaistatice, rutiononed
the head of clan alleNab to the dying
Mei ;reser bedside
forgit e ye, M'Nsb." whispereti the
'opt-ring mon "vel' all rny heart but
may my curs. rest on my NOD forever beans. Mael• front the vermin*
If he ever does." I Mittelman Chili Popswee Meascan ClaM
M*411' 
Beans and led meats, eccord.ng le
the nativ• recto*, and it's geed. Just the
flare rag Trwd..it.,1, v..w 110441 tku." wh" "" .1bbre
theTtilrOttausilig"bsetlir)13.1pItahtaotti Nbl)yil"p. tioorstathititroitr.
i.iirinufoatr..ndosi obtatiart..Coefii.C,.alrusetniaeolnianotbuotwnliitnilaieHg w alto roornae: tort
Stie bottle.. iint_iiiiiv.Sio_t_tp_iate. Adv. rii.• or mushrooms.
Ina) a SIPM•tal Valllo kll 110 pre.
lila P111011(
If Is often elated that decaying or
ganic matterRoleaees Potash from the
moil, but there Ketone to be no direct
ERUPTION COVERED BODY et idence of this_ On the contrarY.
Dr. S. Peacock elates In the American
:121 Lee St.. Hampton, \'a-'In July Fertilizer of Sept. r,, "Several
of last year the eczema made its first thoroughly competent reisearches 
have
appearenco on my fIngent and before shown that decaying orgunie matter
calmilations. the last of August my body matt coin- 
. has little effect on conterting inert
' pletels• covered. I was unable to sleep milieral plant food In the soil Into
Population of 11,911, at night the Itching was so severe. 
_available forte."
had to take sileeping medicines- bev-i- lit way IIIP al11011 Ilf of Potash
et-al tinit•s a week to gut any sleep at capable of being released by these
all. It broke out as .a rash and some direct meant; Is a very small fraction
of the eruption turned to boils. 3Iv of the total Potash in the soil, most
chin was covered and I had several of which exists In a form about as
were going 110 one seems to know., has been honed.
ote. now  * prosolos. imoreaslijo boils on my face. My hands looked 
so soluble as window. glass. There is no
blouses laid fronts of stores along . that I had to stoposchool and nay known _profitable method for render.
Broadway. wEere 1-nrprovententso It is ho
und In cloth
clothes Irritated the eraption so much ing this inert Potash of the soil avail-
burned. were littoally covered with with embossed 'edges and in pleasing that It kept mO scratching all the time, able fast enough to provide for profits
the insects. ItuiRlings in the vicinity colors. I could not stay in a warm room and able crops. Whatevitr temporary- ex-
of Broadway and Anti streets were The contents 
first includes a• als
I could not put my hands in warm Pedients we may ,employ in the pres-
coated with -a rithing. mass of hugs Pendix, giving tho 
roster of the cio,
water at all. ent emergency-we must lieep in mind
three inches in thickness. Almost schools societies
, inettoffices and oth-
Puzzled by -Rug" Visitors.
Mjllit,niitel- yellow rotate, not ye: The third volume at th
e Fraolif ot
named by Frankfort entomologists, in- sits' directery,- ethiivving 
a population
tested tot•ry portien of Frankfurt. of 11.911. an Increase of
 loll over the
Whence the% came here they V01 1110fi 
t i‘ 0 ) ears ago.
every light in 'the city %%is rendered
practically useless from the stand-
point, of illumination by greatt-eiouds
that swanned closely above them. The
insect is about half an inch in length
and probably as broad teem tip to tip, every street and 
intersecting street.
It is of a, yellowish, brown hue with followed by a 
comphee list I if Mei.,
lighter spots on the wings. Evidently n
umbers. togyther with the names it
It is longer lived than the moths cent- the house
hoiders u)r those i•ngasost to
monIcIseen about the lights. for It was! bu
siness at the number.
The commeolal directory embraces
noted that most of the insects that had
fallen to the streets and those that re-
mained clinging tsi the sides of houses
wolSe still alive.
Grand Lodge Meeting.
Three hundred representatives_
probably half as many visitors will
attend the Kentucky grand lodge meet-
ing ef the Knights of Pythias and th.•
Pythian Sisters here Tuesday and
Wednesdass.October 6 and 7. The. ses-
er information. Nt•xt comee the alpha-
betical list of names of the inhabi-
tante with the _addresses and occupa-
tions. After that is a toren guide,
giving the location-and description ot
a classified list of all professions,
manufacturers, trades and commer-
cial houst•s in the city and tht• special
business in tithit.h each is engaged.
'A friend advised me to try Cut!- that the 1 otash thus removed from
cure Soap and Ointment. I sent for the semnavallable eon reserves must
maniples and then bought a box of the later be replaced if we are to main-
Cutleura Ointment and Cuticura Soap tali' the soil's productiveness.
and I am completely h.•aled." ISigneto There is 'danger' in the statement
Miss Dudley Trueblood, Jan. 28, 1914.
Cuticura Soap and Ointment hold
throughout the world. Saniple of each
free,with 32-p. Skin Book. Address post-
card "Cuticura, Dept. L, Boston."-Adv.
The Naughty One.
The telt•plione in a physician's office
rang madly. the other day. relates
Current Opinion, and the following
conversation took place:
"We want the doctor. quick"
Many Crimes Alleged. "Who's sitk at Your house?"
-WOW-MK or tne StantittWsTa• "Everybody except me. I'd been
very art," counterfeitieg, refilling- "in naughty, so they wouldn't give nee
bond" labeled bottles: retailing liquor any of the nice mushrooms papa
e about a goternment lice-nee. -using picked in the tedods."
the niails 'to defraud 411(1 sending ob•
stone It.tters are among the charges
along will be held instlie- Capital the- on the criminal docket of the Septet's
awl'. with. an opeo meeting comment.-. her terni of the United States District
ing at 11 o'clock the first morning. A Court, %% Inch conxened here MondaYi
feature of _this occasion it ill be the A great many cases on the civil dock-
appearance on the stage.of I..1 ehildren
et are under submission. awaninje.the
es -from the Pythian home at- 
!softie:tot ,
who will Sing. -1;itilstant Any. (let. "f briefs.
Logan will % elcomeo the sr.-prof...1j t a- 
' Wes.* - • - - • • • oi.enta
At Mining Congress.
tivl‘s In behalf of the loval .fratet•tial
NOTIIING • go IEFFECTIVK AM El INIR
II %HER I..r Malaria, Chills. 1,,er. •
Chief of Folicie. J. W. Reynolds. Noe poet
News: Va...ots U a-pitut-iotre tit nse. out mond
bek for Chills and get er. Rave ti•ed ii.. ton
recessisr& nor yearso lei have found II. rerlio.17
att. ettyytive.- IKI1x1rHabek70, ht..
frt.' 1,r 1,, Pareel preptiol, fro.)
ski it . Weslongtom 1). C.
A i Mose - k Liver Pill..
Easily Caught.
McCrearo appoieted fol. _organizxion; Mos-or Rupert sill wel-• Old Doppelbv tells me that he ha
i 'delegates to represent Ken-
come them to Frankfort. and Col Noel faith In his fellow man." •
Gaines will di•lit or the address in be- tt
erky at the American Mtning Vem
gross at Phoenix, Ariz., December 7half of Dexter -Lodge No. 54 s
•; to 1E inclusive: Chief Mine Insete•tor
C. J. Norwood and To.l. Bari-, of Lux
ingtoto M. S. Itarker, Louisville: Dr.
A. Gatliff„ of Wilhatneburg; IL LA).
gash, rineville; t'. Neal. Wilton; 3
Tevis Cobb. Richmond; It. II. Sal-
mon. ; IL dr..-Thottotson. Win
Self ct Depository.
Judgment ' of the Kesiton Ciri•uit
Court refusing an injunetion to .laineti
A. Stephens. treastire.r .1.11.1low. a
fount hojass t•ity, to restrain the t-it
t.ouncil from enfercing an ordinani e
inviting bitls from depositers .city
funds was affirmed by the Court or
chesty'.
Decides Fine Point.
that farmers have been using an ex-
cess of Potash. Crops use on the av-
erage about two and one-half times as
much Potash as phosphoric acid. while
the average fertilizer sold contains
only half as much Potash as phos-
phoric acid; yet no one claims that
we are using too much phosphorie
acid. The Potash remaining from pre-
vious fertilization is practically noth-
tag eoceet in the 'limited areas where
a ton or more of fertilizer has been
used_lser acre on rtick ct_o_spg. Vory_
rarely is half as much Potash applied
to the wheat, oats, corn or cotton crop
as the crop removes.
The Potash mines are so numerous
and the stocks on hand so large that
supplies can be promptly Sent- for-
ward, as soon as European conditions
permit freight shipments to be re-
sumed. s
Brought Home to Him.
Gen. W. L.•Alexander stag discuss' 1
ing, at a dinner. the European war.
"This war." he said, "will affect et-en •
teso-s, We must economize to weather
It. And our economy must be gen-
oral. too. t'
'That's true. Old Doppelbyl. faith 44 no,
in Ida -tellovi. man's willingness to M.** !mist" be like ilaYb").' 
whom
friend asked over a bottle of ehane
swathes: any sort of thinly dieguised pagne on a roof garden: 4,
bait accounts for his towti house. his Well. -apropos of the warOold man.
country house, his six auto:n(0111es and
did you give your wife that lecture on 1
his private yacht." economy?' •
TOUR 0%1N TF1.1. veto 
"Yes, I did.' Geo bos. answered, 'and
KO, and lininul.itnd Ryclul.: No &e.o.m."- 
she went right out and bought me aTry Muriel,. Itomody for Rod. Weak. W.itery
JIM ' Comn.rt. WM 0 n-r Rook of the Rye Fa tet razor. _ •- ̀' • .- -
by Wall Free: Merino kis !teased, 4..1 Chir.iini.
Deserved the PunIshmint. RUB-MY-TISM
, Alipeaie. which said tht• counelt 'hate 1 ...wb.,11 a .114,311 flit' oat), menet-tic. ' ^: ,•-tars. S'erapp---Statisties show that---LBOKO-oseresouur Rheumatism and all
r seniority to sett.. t the depository.. ' tnres % hisky, bet has it in heittseos- married • men live 'longer than singli‘ kinds of aches and pains-- N
euralgia.
'' "...goon and has a government Ocenee - men.
autlitirizing him to sell it In •local op- Scrapp- -Nes, and it Peeves them 
Cramps, Colic. Sprains, Bruises. Cuts,
Ca•opaign for Good Roads. .
 .
It was announced by the State Road ' tion te•rritory. these' fat-Is are sufficient right.
Department that the county of Lea is no sosiajis a „„esieijoiss saw 
th,.
hail: begun -a campaign for 'good roads COurt Of Appeals- ilk affirrming a tii.•
in earnest. RecentlY the c tttttt ts sold of $11111 vd sent enCe of fifty days
$2.i.11ott in bonds to he need in road . jail intposed on 4 i• 1'. i;Osttol I IiY
!wilding. The cotistructit e --work on 1 Pulaski Circuit Court' for having lie
Obe roads sill be directly under the ion in nie_ossseessiosi for sale In "dry"
mown isiiiii of an engineer - from -the territory. 
I -- Never Use It. -; pends on -a line where I ask the o
r- l;
' State Road Department. , ----- .: • 1. . 'Sewer gas is a serious matter - 1 ches
tra leader. if he's a married flint:.
_....1-_-_ -...... .Bids for Coal Opened.. . I "Certainly no
t a thing terinake light 11,1.tIlit,ikilies've got a lady orchestra -
Appeal Dismissed,. The sinking fund coninViseion open ' of.' 
,
The appeal ef John' A. screech, Pro- ed bids Coo I:tarn
ishing l'031 for net
_,,••••••11St‘ V eandidate tor County Jutige . vaPitel -Possor house and bll:ldinOw-
un-
of Harlan, front judgment' of the '('hr. der the board's 
control. mid the hids
ciiit Court awarding the office to W. %ere sent to ir
scothoei in Chicaeo.
A ' Howls, Iteituoneate was, dismissed : which will make a test of Ike fulfil 
of
113 lily Cotirt of ApPettis. ' Aired by the bidders.- 
--- • - --
- ---. I .-
--
Program Completed. • ; Personal Injury Award. •
ri Vrangvinentd for th.• ente:rtainment I A verdict of .S1.7.00 claqsa
gel for per
Of the United Daughters of the Con.' sona'l Inj
uries returned fii the 1:etill
federitcy •of Kentucky here Ocitibet 14 1 (1111dt Coif r'in favor of WO 
II. Cox
This Language Again.
‘1rnr
Chili
Con Cantle
Th. ...I ...c.a.'
sontletnatton of th• world's
two beet feed. meat and
Libby, McNeill& Libby
did that blackhander  Chime*
st
to
INCHASTIR
CARTRIDGES
For Rifles, Revolvers and Pistols
WI nc hest er cartridges in all
calibers from .22 to .50, shoot
where you aim when the trigger
is pulled. They are always
accurate, reliable and unifortn.
Shoot them and You'll Shoot Well.
Always Buy Winchester Mak&
THE RED W BRAND
 os 
The Victim.
"l'ou don't remenito•r 111e, I see 1
tam the young ,man Ito eloped wins
your daughter a few sears ago.-
-Well, %t hat can I dri forsyou'"
"I .came buck to offer you my eon-
grief-illations, sir."
Old Sores. Burns, ete. Antiseptic)
Anodyne. Price 25c.-Adv.
- -
Only One '.'BRONIO QUININE". - Queering 
His Act.
To get the genuine. colt [cis* fell name, LANA. The Booking Age-ells-I 
can jute you
E. W. GROVE. Cares a Cold in One Dar. SIAM
T1VE BRostootosaNg. I.onk for signature Of a sew. tt eek at the Morpheus theater.
Thie'Monologue Artist' -I can't Work
moth and Iheadarhe. and -works off cold, Ns. at that show shop. My whole act de-
For nail In the foot use Haat,' :
Balsam. Adv.
The Eggs Weren'Llnvalids.
-'a-
'Eggs for Invalids.' read a sign a:
a certain shop. *i.
"What is there unusual about thole
eggs?" asked a curious observer.
OWhy, them eggs is :*II absolui•
novelty." said the dealer, briskly. add
Loanti 15 'eohtemplate anoints other ' ay.altist Joh It Carter & 
Co. watt of-- process whale oil again is being ex- ing in -awed tones• "Them PZIlti Is
thltirs a •ptiblic reception to he git.n firmed by I ' tirt 
of Appeals in an ' T/05 - " a -
Iii their honor by the governor nt the opinion written Tty Joliet,
 Meller. Cox .
Matisitie the eight A - Oi•toher Ii. ' Was 'Inured while working 
eine-A-well i
markin% the °petting a the Capital, drill. A verdit•t direettel hy the 
I diAls •
social...seasons it - barge party to he' Circuit Court Iti favor 
of the Chesil I
;Ilea on the Kt•titticky river the aftepo peakt. • & ojoo 
totne+sou ot .1. I. ;
• git)ibik_ 4  (..14*Alici_IL, .13.). ske.eseja_er Ike i T004410.11 ass affirmed- In Oitt-
siellilem 1
usiot4kuv4'r Williath *ler*
e1ase-11w SeilltiCat, e-( "'t :1-htT:-
"ernegrieli sem 1-101set ittir.fisint and--
Soci( vv as Injured by the retw•iiiid of. a rails
• :.'
ee•
•
I •
Whenever You Need a General Toole
Take Orot e's
The Old Stand ird Grove's Tasteless
shill Tonic is equally valuable as a
Ceneral Tonic letellifte if contains the
well known tonic properties ot QUININE
and IRON---fr acts on the Liver. Drives
out Malaria. Enriches the Islood 'and
Builds up the Whole System SO cents
-7-
By, the invelition of a deodorizing
s v ly ;teed in soap mannfacture
•
•
Treatment of Sores.
Apply Mulford a ituision lightly and
you should find that gradually the tore
will diminish in IOU. The older the
case the longer it will take, but it will
help the hard cases. after other rem-
edies fail. Adv.
Hadn't Killdd Him.
There Is a certaig.- .young man alto
used to-be notorinuAly egotistic. Some
of him acquaintances were ono. day
speaking of him before all old lady
who sat. not "up" In the slang expres-
sions of the day.
The next time she niet him on the
street she put out a- congratttiatorl
hand.
"Oh. Mr. Smith." she cried, "1 am
so glad you are better. I heard last
week that sou had a seelled head "
Electric fans toad.. it possible for
churt•hes and theaters In southern
India to remain open all summer
- —  
Pain In the gide? Rub on and rub
In Hanford's naleam thoroughly. Adv.
Appalling.
"The suffering that iniesi oh emong a
city'S poor''' os
'- Whatr the tastier nowt'
sll have just heard of a mother who
pas( tied the fatal?) phonograph anti 17
grand piano records to buy trod for
her start ing children"
Important to Mothers
Examine carefully every bottle of
CASTORIA, a safe and sure remedy for
lafoitta and an-d-nee--that--tt-
Bears the
Signature of
In Use For Over 30 Years,
Children Cry for Fletcher's Casteris
-
give you
His Easy Part.
-1-Ioes your motor car
much troubh.r .
• None in the last. It is used exelu
sit ely by my wife and daughters. A
puncture means nothing mitre to nue
than a repair bill."
Befitting the Occasion. •
"Where shall I put this pit-tare Ci
the prizefighters?"
'Make it an upper cut::
One Way to Lengthen Life
LAO* lu fi %heti I he 0 ;I to
weaken, the bard-working kidney. often
We out first.
Pelting eyhdght. stiff, , achy felhte,
Hirer:mile pains. lame back . and- diet ref's-
nig urination are ofteu due culy to weak
kidneys.
Prevention Is the best core ••aml at mid-
dle age any sign of kidney weiti.iii”•stiottid
have prompt attention.
Dian's Kidney Pills bate made life
More CA MI fOrlatile fur theteond- ef old
It is the best recouiwendyit special
kidney remedy.
A Tennessee Case
W black
"len nver. amok. zoo Firm
1111.1 • trov•• , tc•envine.
miss "Velma
In my bock drove
almoot frantic
Stier ellooluntr, lt
ca. •Il I • i.uld do
I', straighten 1
• • • d. s•
la hi. •tid syrynuo
and no %hot.. to-s
1.-in was ran d •••
r plicot• r•
_11OrtOril riled • •
fall. id I- 2
Doan'a K I d t.. •
and lb.:, t.
Iteyed riglet
1 ..•• song In hra I I h
CV! Dose'. at Amy Store. 80. a Be,
D 0 A 14' S Kr! IDZIESY
FOsTeit-MiLhURN CO.. BUFFALO. N.Y.
DO YOU LIVE ;;;;;:7.%.1' 'e_"1746._
if so aril »••1 • ant Si In k.• o •
ItS., I h easy, nis.4 rust
I ra.."1111,'Potilit".re.ISUyiti 4'151.. 
'lees'I II,
 I tie, 41 aids
Olives are the longest - lited fruit '
abundant crops for more than 44.)U
i_evER fee
trees, some in Syria having bornt• YEARS OLD Pettit's Eve Salv A
W. N. IL, MEMPHIS. NO. 40-1,4
health
If you would beBe Clean. tK, strong and
4
,2
happy. Ba s keep the skin
Inside and Outside clean and in Food condition. Butwhat about the inside of the body?
You can no more afford to neglect it
than the outside. It is just as import-
ant that the system be cleansed of the poisonous
or
impurities caused by weaknees of the digestive organ
by inactivity of the liver.
s
DR. PIERCE'S
Golden Medical Discovery
(irs Tablet or Liquid Form)
Cleanses the system-and mot L It pots the liver in imaisi eseem se
health that it purities the blood—aa it should. It helpoi this Mama&
digest food so that it makes good blood-rich, red blood to nendla
strengthen all the onions.
You may avail yourself of It. tonic, revivifying influence by getting •
bottle or • box of tablets from your medicine dealer-or *sod 50e for •
trial box. Address as below.
"Tim Pierre's Common Seale Medical Ad visor" -a French cited% honed beet of'
lute pages on receipt of kl one-earl' stamen to cover roading charges. Addle..
Dr, K V. Pierce, Buffalo, N. Y.
'The lime-
Tested
Fonia for MALARIA
Wintersmith's TONIC
You Look Prematurely Old
Because of thogot ugly, grizzly, gray hairs. Use "LA CREOLE" HAIR DRESSING. PRICE, $1.00, retail.
•-•
•
• .
-...-.-
---essnes-
•
REMEDIES FOR POTASH Hew Hs MeNah.
.•••
;••
•
•
son no. reeled
Price 50c. at all dealers.. Don't
•lief Dodson's giv
simply ask for a kidney remedy
Dodso I's Lv To 11 a "g* hold its organization rind elect . 
get Doan's - Kidney Pills-the
'Rabe liq iiii th a vet leas- its Whew', but released all of its 
sumo that Mr. !trowel had,
ant las .e and la a prompt and members and leave theta free to o, 
• Foster - M i I burn Co , Props.,
reliable remedy for constipation, unie:Oro. Sept. 2S, It. ‘1, , •
r ty of_ the -farmers refusing to
`1"' join the asseciation and the Eel-
the rowan war, the Hoard of Di•
"nY per., rectors, at its meeting at Clarks-the rc- lust week, passed a result'
thin to theeeffect that it would
/111.`11 their tobacco, this year of
they choose to do so. thereby Sears, founder of St'Illit, ROA,- litilT:Ho. N. N .
giving them the same chance of ht"'" r" ' died ("I"Y sit Willi' Old Tirol Frost.ths nonoisstociation member. kesha, Wis., according to a tele- .
And unless the non•associa- , gram received here. Mr: Sears
(ion farmers, that have been was born in Minneapolis in IWO.
staying out and receiving the lie began his business career in
benefit of theorganization with. n humlet. caoselty lit St. Paul.
out contributing anything to. its He organized Sears. Roebuck te
success, join, 1 woild advise ' C"- at Minneapolis in 1$90 and
that you sell it you can, feeling treneferriet VW I/USHUAIA to Chi-
that it would not be right to tie ea" in D'95. In that ''''ar I"'As the Chairman, of the 'To- your tobacco and permit the retired from active business and
bacco Association of Calloway nen•association men who have; devoted 'himself to farming. He
county, I feel that it is my duty in iosed on you for the past ten leaves a large fortune, it is be-
supply the demand. Yet l ieved•to give out a statement to .thelYe'''. . .
billioutneile, sour stomach and
torpid liver.
Dale & Stubblefield give it
their personal gerantee. Large
bottle of Dodson's Liver Tone is
- only 50 cents. Fur children or
grown people it is the ideal
_ -medicine. Try it on the guar-
antee.
Ts Members of Tobacco Association.
By order of the County Com.
mittee.
• • •
R. W. Sears Dead.
longer term than any other con-
vict who turned State's evi•
deface. Ile has made a mo.lel
prisoner, and has done a great
educationel and religious work
among the con vi..'to. Pleas for
his pardoni were made before
the tiovernor by Jas. Hazel-
Hirst. former Judge of the •Court
of-Appeals, istel a leading Lkfu-
twat: Liza Crawford, louteey!a
half-brother anti, a leadiuee Re-
publiearLspd, eapitahst of New-
or4-77, -.Jepresentative tlreen,
Demoerat; of -Camila-on; I,:
Nowcriit, sir ()woos..
ow itese. Tahaferro, Cermet
Chaplain, ursd_ the Rev. 1'. alter
Vreeland, present Chaphtia, of
the Frankton Iterormatory, and
Geo. -5 Weathers, of blktote
Gov; McCreary did not indicate
to the committee what his d kyi-
Mimi would be: but promisisl to
give the case careful comodera•
Lion. Reading the records and
petitions will require much time.
Toned Up Whole S)mtem.
..,_ "Chamberlain's Tablets have
done more for ml,than I ever
' - "rise night of the 2 Ithof Se 
assured of at least 1041 horsem fordared hope for, , writes Mrs.
NEs.tlhe.r -vile [taker,' ..pencerport, th" harness races, including
th.:mh1171..rihilish.:4c;a.h' CI(/ti.eniiii.creut. mWaenpli,t- (it these tablets - a few months
'I wive seeara l bottles ' some of the fastest pie•ers )inii
'was the biggest frost so early ago. They not only 
cured me of , trotters in ties country. There
In the year 1 bail every seen be- bilious attacks, teek headaches' daY. with the
will be three racing events each
exception of the
That evening I left Nashville, toned if p my 
out Orst.day, when the county pace
fore or have ever seen since. and that tired out feeling,
Tenn., for llopkinaville, ' Ky., For sale 
w hole "soon:, , (sir "green" hornes and ameteur-
by all dealers. Ldrivers will be added. Each
f' %%' InI.N1
your num, and pay
you gh.,:;t tnatLet
Itr s )11 *firer it
Ott e for
4,-- -
R. W. McKINNEY
SCCOMI am! Washinslon St..,
PADUCAH, : KINIUCKY
"SORGHUM
MOLASSES"
r
tuivrsti,you to sell
your SorglAtin Molasses
early. I lit.vo litt will
get filer ni)w than yoli
itt
ik11101M1.111111111111111
being the best nttritettOri...of the
kind ever held in the state, out-
side of landaville and Le-icing.;
ton.
Already the fair feeseciation is
!nurse for thi• three big races to
. I be held each day is $ pm; A
'purse of this size is larger thanWith- the sleuth of the,
ger pigeon last week at the Cho
Pulse"- ' usually is offered by county fairsmembers of the AISOC laden in 
.----_.. Wil" fn3n1 cinnati V. ielferical Garden the 
rind will bre tig some speedy
..1 realize that this means ruinous , freeze. My routeregard to the future plans, and low prices for our tobacco and a MANY 'TROUBLES Nashville to Clarkswille, Tenn., .epecies b a. tin's extinct. For rnh(47.etiart7ntthiti.,A!:at.ir. Walter Pak
4' Ill., one of the
return to . the old conditions 'and thence to Ilopkinsville. As .
. conditions that confronts the or-
it took me twenty-four hours to six 
years it has been known thatDUE To AN IN.. most prominent horeetnep in themake the trip I was riding an, this Ione pigeon, a female, ri-.0-,‘Tnittd States, %ill be presidingACTIVE LIVER
ntill use Doan's Kidney Pills
once in awhile and tinit.. that
they do me a great deal of apesd.
I have had attacks -'if kidney
troubie•oceasionally and I' have
always (tast is roo.so's IX Woe)
Pills. They have ne%er failed
it, becaus
to help ate. ()there have also
sII awe 
told no. what great good they
money w.th
11,1Vt` ItO111 remedy:"
there was not' more tobacco
pledged, thejorganisatan could
not exist. LANNI than 30:per cent
of the tobace I was pledged lest
year and the remainder et- the
asking for food and raiment,
should be so indifferent an
slow to organite has never had
a satistictury answer.
Let me eay conclugioa, the
crn•asseeiation funnier supply desolution to new news and thriftliver without fordng you to tho &mum'.
from the wee a the mighty astay at home and lose a day ,- And as Ithullt 1;0 per cent of wail of dispair i. heard, lament-!from your work. ' loleiceo has been e‘port trade ing the great awakening of theYou have suei a tonic inTial- Iano on nceouht of the conditions people to Si conmciousnese of thee.son's Liver Tone. Dodson's I,i brought about by large majori- power. Every honest impuliteor Tone is all thit is claim
e
`44
1111111111211111.11 ,'
IIII1 TAkE
NON MENNE NEIGHBORLY ADVICE
Freely Givers ly a Murray Celiac
fti When one has suffered torture'sfarmers taking the advantage of ressociation has rebuilt homes so from a bad beck and found re-the association and selling out- ruthlessly wrecked, it has ln-•;- bef from the aches and pains,side. creased the price of hind and put that person's advice is of untoldThe officials feel like under the new life in the weak and de- value to friends and neighbOrs.
rather than tak`eralomel, which :conditional-that prevnil this year spondent, new ehurehes. new The following neighborly advice
they know to ba dangeroure Hut that it would „not be wise or siehoolg and new homes nttest its comes frtali a Murray resident.
a mere laxative will notstart a right to pledge our people and revivifying powers, the whole W. R. Broach, ea•county as-
sluggish liver. What Is need hold up the price, and let the ' land has been trueformed from seesor. Murray, gy„ says: "I
I. a tonic (hit will liven up the
If you" liver gets Ivy you
Med a liver tonic, not merely a
Laxative for die bowel". Many
poop's taka a 'imply laxative
when the liver gets sluggish
the di ug.tist
to hard--
.mile,
not conquered by prejudice and
cupidity Maya organize,
Very truly yours,
Lee CI irk, Chairman.
when the f. rmers will be at theN itranization at this time. For
mercy of the tobacco trusts.he past years we have forced ,
But the members of the asso-the tobacco trust to pay us a !iv
'ciation ave done their duty, weing pric t for our tobacco. we
have ft ;ht a good tight, wehave through our organization
forced the rice from three and have k. pt the faith, we have- Many of the troubles of life
ad twelve and crone in„our power to get. our such as headaches,_ indigestion,
of dollars to neighbors and brother fanners constipation and lack of energy
ets of its . to join hands with us and help are due to inactive livers.us to fight and keep up this GRIGSBY'S LIV-VER-LAX is agreat organization that every, natural, vegetable remedy thatbody admits Is the salvation of will get the liver right and make
one, to ten
--caused th—osisan-
be put in the p
members.
And by holding up the price
- has caused the nonsassociation
farmers to share equally in Inae
benefits that it has brought to
the country and on this account
a great majority of the farmers
have refused to:join the associ-
ation, and stayed out furnished
his enemy, the tobacco trust,
the amunition not only to destroy
the association which agency
that was causing him to get a
living price for his product but
he was also destroying himself.
There is a no more patriotic
people in the land, than those
farmers that have been loyal for
ten years and pledged their to-
bacco and held the price up and
refused to how their knees to
the tobacco trusts, whose object
was to win this fight many sac-
rifices has been made. Before
the organization prices were
measured by the limit of cupidi-
ty and heartlessness, flOw prices
- are staple and the law of supply
and demands and conditions,
eave been reenacted.
But for the last few years. th-
.. management of the association
Isas warned the farmers that if
my _native heath, in an old•fash-
ioned stage. I traveled all night
and it is a fact that it was so
odd that I thought I would
The Last of Her Race.
ty years old, was the hot one of judge of the rd"e*504. Books will
the next day. ' Early in the , . .
her race. -Now that she is atone be made on all.. reef%
morning we got our first islance
another black chapter in theat the frost and it was heavy I Th.  lair association solicitsassure you.. It was about lo eXhibeits of every. kind,- inelud.
natural histery of this country'
closes. • Eleven species at Northo'clock whon we reached the ing farm orodnets, 'tobacco, cat-American w ild-birdm have been .1 iClarksville section and the sun • tie, horses, colts, poultry, sheep,had been shining for some time. 
wiped out of existenee by .1"."• ' preserve% jellies, cakes, needle:Twenty-three other species are work and other articles- men-
We had before then noticed that rapidly- diminishing end somethe. frost had nipped all crops tioned in the catalogue andare approaching the vanishing • •likely or be damaged, but then • premium book. All e his't fx i i s earpoint. firstthe farmers of this county, in these troubles disappear. It has, we noticed that everything wasconservation•' •' Floral Hall should be sent to theblack and that tobacco and to. 
prevent the extermination of . ... ..; assot iat ton next Monday as none
order that we all might continue, none of the dangers and disa-, 
other -species,- saving to the will be recci v,.,i ,z,er 9 o'clock
to. enjoy the prosperity that it greeable after effects of calomel. matoes and like crops were 'bit-
os 
world these remnants that woied Tuesday morning.
hashpught to---the. -homes of i Get a :,tic or-$1 bottle of this ten' to the ground. The tobacco)
,
this colutty. Now let me appeal otherwise be swept ae ay as has ' eolendid remedy from your drug. at that hour was as black as The big feature:: of the fair will
,to the farmers of this county not ' gist to-day. Every bottle bears one's hat and not even a sucker 
(lit' wild or passenger pigeon. • be the Itigium and Percheron
to force this organization 'arts of the likeness of L. , K. Grigsby, 'had escaped the nipping. The it Always Duet The Work. draft horses, direct from 
'B l-
existence and ' rrender to the who guarantees it through E. D. frost was widespread in Tennis- ' °I take ChareherreM's cough gium and Franee. They are the
trusts. ' Miller.
Hut to organize, tit march of
progress bring, w bull Helps ia Battle.ith its angedl .. conditions, tiver-int4tiir-en -tine : call the notation, though many on for years and it . has never &Reduced rates will-be in efiect
provident 'man., will note e The Petit Parisian prints a year haye, .forgotten just the failed to give 'the deeired re- on all railroads and steamboats.
shifting scenes and invelce the story of R bull which it says date. , The alp was an import- suits." ,aid of 'in:Lidera effort to protect
41
• led eighteen It-Germans. ap. ant one to me for I was then 
For sale by all dealers.
ot valuable dreetingefor illsh
wounds, hurn,: seelds, old sorep,
rash, chafed skit) is BALLARD'Se 
the German they opened the .ing to my old home also oh im-
go- I Thereat McCracken county SNOW LI NIM -
d existence: This is a day - of were ward of the atiproach•of important buSi*ss and wasNT, it is bothco-opperation, the capitalist fair at lioducali will begin next healing and ritisoptie. Pricemanufacturer, the great lines of gates of the cattts and on- 'portant business -and I keep • Toesday, Oetoberii, and continue 25s, Otis ancV $1.100 per bottle.transportation, the machanie, deavored to drive four days, with prospects of it Sold by-ral 5e :'tebbletield,o
cattle to a the slate and facts the frost in- 
(
the artisian of every character, plate of safety. eluded in a shary'which I still ,-Beek s refuge in organization One enormous hull, it said, have. Often reference to theWhy the farmer should be becoming enraged by the ind diary has kept the frost on mylast to break loose from his an- of the cannon fire, breke aware, mind and every recurring Sep-cient moorigs. and awaken to and charged the Germans, who tmber 24th I think of. it."the facts confrortlstes him, is a looked on the stupefaction, be,ii 
question of much nder. it, lieving it was some tricof. theKa 
_ -French. At the first dash the When cill want a fact to • be-
Why th. mast powerful factor, bull gored six. throwing theirs come generally known, the fight
who coud hive all at -his feet high-in the air. Others .shot way is to publish it. Mrs. -Jos-,
before succumbing. 
`1\4,
----- and wounded the animal which, eph. Kallans, Pe . Ind., was
i
however, gored •a dozen mare troubled with belcLi , sour sto-
mach and frequent headaches.
She writes, "I feel it my duty
to tell others what Chamber-
lain's Tablets have done for me.
They have helped my digestion 
and regulateci my bowels. Sincec)mmencing Friday, Oct. 2nd using them I have been ePtirelythe first installment of the great well" - For sale by all dealers..se-ial motion picture; "The Per- ' --
ils of Pauline," will be shown For Youtsey's Pardon. 
It is free—i▪ t tells how you can have
and continue each Friday night, '
until corntileted. This is one of Petitions fronr:every section local and long distance telephone ser-the greatest stories ever written of the State, with :thousands of • • r .
vice in youAom at very small cost.
and is produced in motion pie- names, editorials from numer-
tures in all iffs the si5lendor of ous papers and letters from ma
ny men prominent in the State Send for it today. Write nearest Bell Tele, . .._were fled with Gov. McCreary phone Manager, orMonday by a committee of ten,
asking the pardon of Henry FARMERS' IIINE DEPARTMENTYoutsey, the only man serving
a sentence for the assassinationDyspepsia is AmericaJs curse. of Gov. Goebel. All ..the otherTo restore digestion,. noriaal conspirators, who were convict-weight, good health and purify ed largely upon Youtsey's testi-the blood, use purr-lock Blood mony, were pardoned by Gov: INCORPORATED,Bitters. Sold at all drug stores. Wilson, Republican. Youtsey Price $1.410. has served thirteen years,- a
• •
his interests, in the struggle 1-pears that when the peasants in cashier of a bank at l'aris, Tenn.. The McCracken County Fair.,hbOrhocel of Sezanne and had been to Nashville on;
supremacy as well as for reput- the, "
KEEPS YOUR HOME
FRESH 0lVeLEANI-
.••=1•1•••=••••
--"•••
lid' •  •-• 
1 •
Ofini
▪ 0+ •
Combination PreumaticvSweeper
Pir HIS Swiftly-Sweeping, 'acv-Running DUNTLEY Sweepercleans without raising ..ust, and at the same 'time .. picks uppins, lint, ravelings, etc., in 'ONE OPERA TIQN.-; It easemakes sweeping a simpl.: task- quickly finished. It reacheseven the most difficult places, and "eliminates the necessityof moving and lifting all heaNy furniture.
The Crept Labor Saver of the Home—Every home, large usesmall, can enjoy reref Horn Broom drudgery and proseetion.tromthe danger of fiying dust.
,Oundey Li the Pioneer of Pneumatic Sweepers-nHas the combination of the F'neumatic Suction Nozzle and,'revels ing Bni‘h. Very easily operated and absolutely guar-anteed. In buying a Vacuum Cleaner, why not givethe "Duntley' a trial in 'your home at out expense,
Write Coda, for full particulars
• AGENTS WANTED
DUNTLEY PNEUMAriE SWEEPER CO.
650140. STATE SI, CHICAGO. ILL
•1.•••
-•••T1' •
'
'
•
• •
•••
New Motion Pi' tore Serial....a 
,•••5'
! The New Savoy moving ▪ pic-
ture theater announces that
•
the modern artists. Don't fail
to attend jthe „opening of the
serial, and souswill not miss a
single number. grices remain
5 and 10 cents.
„•••
-oY-es
--so ,
.uarvs.
see and 'Western Kentucky and Remedy better than any other," finest draft horses in the world'the damage was likewise. Eve- Writes R.-E. Roberts, llemer and will be brought here to in-ry old eit zeril am sure will re- ty, 1;a. I havelaken it oil and spire bet.er horse breeding.
Why Not Publish It?
•
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r
A
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